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EPC questions
weeknight parties

function and the alcohol.For smaller eventsin
residenceha_ls,boththeDeanofStudentsC^fice
and residence hall members need to approve
theevent.Itemsthatmustbeconsideredindude
purpose, planning, location, noise levd, and
acceptance of hall mates."
This policy has been interpreted by the
Dean of Students Office to mean one large
Thursday night party is allowed per month.
For September the one party wasthe Hdghts
sponsoredReggaeparty in theStudent Center.
The Heights had also planned a pre-party tobe
held that night in the Community Room, but
the party was unable to take place due to the
one-a-month exception rule;
There is no current proposal to change the
policy.
"It wasan issuebrought up to beput on the
agenda, we just felt that we needed to think
about the pros and cons of the policy," said
JasonSoules '93,StudentAssodation president.
A formal proposal to change the policy is
still in its early stages, according to Pizer. The
policywilibeanissueatthenextE.P.C.meeting
on Nov. 5.
"Right now there is nothing concrete,"said
Soules. "Maybe it will change, maybe it

By Ryan Feeley
STAFF WRITER

Weeknight parties and the administration's
policy on them will be discussed at the next
meeting of the Educational Policy Committee
(E.P.C.). Lovejoy Commons President Jason
Pizer '93, raised the issue at the committee's
October 8 meeting.
Weeknightpartiesaresupposed tobeillegal,
said Joyce McPhetres, associate dean of
students.
"Therearen'tsupposedtobeany,but Janice
[Seitzinger] has allowed one per month," said
McPhetres. This policy isfor "larger parties on
campus,"she said.
According to the Colby handbook: "On
photo by Yuhgo Yamagucht
Students partying, but not on a weeknight.
weekday nights other than Tuesday [seminar
night],theDeanofStudentsOfficemaypermit:
Occasional large nonalcoholic events (of
approximately 100 or more) in nonresidential
areas; Smaller nonalcoholic events either in
residence halls or elsewhere; Smaller events
with alcohol in residence halls with timelimits
imposed as well as careful monitoring of the won't."Q
on his own,one on implementation issuesand
the other on relevant experience. These are the
By David Holtzman
sectionshewill be discussing at the conference.
STAFF WRITER
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The delegation he is part of includes
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from Europe, Asia and Africa
Tom Tietenberg, C.A. Johnson
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United
States.
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because normally no country would want to
partidpate. The U.S. is already doing this for
add rain and other environmental causes,but
the Bush administration has said the evidence
for global warming is still too minimal to
warrant something like this."
Tietenberg said that by the time of the 1992
conference the nations of Western Europe will
probably pressure the United States into
acceding to tougher carbon emissions
restrictions.It would be similar to the process
by which Europeforced tho U.S.into agreeing

0\s\j

to phase out chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) use.
Tietcnbergdoesnotforeseemanyproblems
with enforcement of the plan.
"Few countries want the atmosphere to
self-destruct, but there are also pressuresto
conform,"he said. "You try to design systems
that everybody wants to partidpate in."
Tietenbergdid his doctoral dissertationon
this subject when he graduated from the
UniversityofWisconsininl971.Hewillolsobe
discusslngtheseissueswithhisColbyclasscsJD

Fireworks in Butler

Blues Traveler concert
falls short of costs
1300 people showed up for the Blues Traveler concert
last weekend, said Jon Yormak '93, Student Association
social chair. "That's very good considering the fact that
only 800 people camewhen they played at Bowdoin," said
Yormak. "There were mentions of the concert on radio and
TV which helped a lot."
The concert brought in aproximately $13,000,resulting
in a $3000 loss for Stu-A. "I think we at least made enough
to cover the cost of the band,though not all the extras,"said
Yormak.
"Everythingwent smoothly,"saidYormak."There were
no problems and I think everyone had a great time. (D.H.)

On Saturday night, October 20, a series of fire alarms
went off in Butler Hall. The alarms went off "approximately
two hours apart," according to John Frechette, acting
director of Safety and Security.The cause of the first alarm
was smoke from a firework that was lit in one of the halls.
Frechettesaid that a second fire occured when "an unknown
person lit a piece of plastic on a student's door. This fire
burned itself out, but the resulting smoke set off the
alarms." (B.S.)

Prize-winning
playwright visits Colby

PulitzerPrize-winningplaywrightEd ward Albeespoke
at Colby Monday as part of the visiting writers series.
Albee, author of 25 plays including Whose Afraid of
Virginia Woolf. Zoo Story and The American Dream.
spoke about his craft to a playwriting class, and also read
from several of his plays in the Robins Room that
evening.(A.K.)

Doughnuts cause drills

Dining services is on its way to remedying the problem
of the 4:00 a.m. fire drills in Dana Hall caused by steam from
doughnuts frying in the bakery.
Director of Dining Services Mary Attenweiler said the
bakery has stopped frying doughnuts until they are able to
.itove the fryer to a location further from the fire detector.
"We're hoping to pat the fryer in the main kitchen, where
it can be under a steam hood," said Attenweiler.
The problem was first brought to the attention of
Attenweiler by a student worker who told her that when
Dana residents went outside for the fire drills they could
smell doughnuts cooking. John Frechette,acting director of
safety 'and . security, had also told Attenweiler that he
suspected a correlation between the 4 a.m. fire drills and the
doughnuts frying in the bakery. (M.S.) •
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New :Ghinese program adds
diversity to WMHB schedule
•

By Laura Pavlenko'
/ FEATURES EDITOR

In an effort to expose the Colby
community to ' Chinese news arid
culture,_ WMHB community radio
joins a limited, number of U .S'.
colleges offering a radio program
catered , to those interested in
'
. ."
Chinese.', rt * ;
"The Chinese are the largest
minority community in Waterville.
The people in the community don't
have access to a [Chinese] news
service,"said Tiare White '92 ,a D.J.
for the show. "We are trying to
share [Colby's] resources with the
rest'of the community."
The pr ogram , broadcasted
from 5:30-6:00p.m. on Wednesdays,
is hosted by White and her fiance
Scott Snell as a part of their
international music show. Both
White and Snell study Chinese at
Colby.
"We had wanted to do five
minutes of the show in Spanish and
five minutes in Chinese for the
Waterville community, but we
didn't have a format," said Snell.
Now tho two read news about the

Asian communityfor 20-25 minutes
and conclude the Chinese portion
of their show With' .a short fiveminutelessonin Mandarin Chinese.
"We're not out to make people
learn Chinese)" said - White. "We
just want to expose/people to the

Tiare White '92 .
sounds of the language;" They
began their lessons with simple
phrases like "hello," "good-bye,"
an d "thank you." Now the lessons
arc more formalized and include
pronoun explanations and simple
dialogues.
College radio stations offering
Chinese programming are limited,

accord ingtoYuetKeungLo,visiting
assistant professor of East Asian
culture , and languages. The
University of Texas at Austin used
to claim it- broadcasted, the only
collegeChineseradio program,but
now Colby has joined its ranks, Lo
said.
. . White and Snell are operating
their show from very limited
resourcesat WMHB,said Shell."We
use the same CD every: vyeek as
background music.for the hews,"
'. •• ' - •
he said.
Subscription to a program
calledRadio Beijing/whichincludes
a pre-taped radio format that
addresses Asian cultural issuesand
current events, would expand
WMHB's resources, according to
White. A year's subscription to the
program costs approximately $200.
"The College should be supportive
ofpaying $200[for thesubscription]
because of its emphasis on
diversity," she said.
This program is a channel to
bring a multicultural aspect to the
campus and to the community,"
said Lo,
The response to the Chinese
program has been limited .
, "The response we've received
hasbcenfrom peopleaffiliatcd with
'MHB whoj lslcn to [the program]/'
said White."they thought it was a
neat idca."Q

Takaki
criticizes Colby
Speech questions
multiculturalism on
campus
By Marty Hergerl
COKTRIBUTINa WRITBR

Neariyooehuttdted $>eoplesatitt I^rimerCftapdl
an Od. 2_> io hear £Jr.Ronald Takakl,Professor of
Ethnic Studies At the- University of California at
Berkdy. speak on issues of nmhicutturalisiwand
how th«jy affect Colby*
*Tfeere ts.sofneih-t-gabout Colby College that??
too comfortable/said Takakiin one of his opening
remarks* *Here at Colby, students can slide into
comfort attd c0mj.lace_.cy/ nut off from the real
world/'
Takaki argued that while theUnited States is *•
mult Jcultoralsodety.Maine is9B% white>andColby
has one of the least diversified student bodies of
Main e colleges.Orve-ih. rd of the nation iscomprised
of minorities, and in places «ich as California
minorities areon thevergeof outnumber!*,gwhites.
^Studettfedon^ stayittMaitte after theygKiduat^
sn they better kno>V something abopt the cultural
diversity of thetfmted States," saidTakakf'Aftof
us need to know about each other - not just whites
aboutpeopleof color*We must gai 0 anappredatk. n
w
* '
of other cultures,"
' - '
'"
Taka'kV-t speech taised^bfestions for many i a the
awdten<#,
"Where doe* it end?," $m KtxxtNi cbnhr '94,
'"How many different cultures do 1have to study
before t gait* an appreriatioti. of other people's
heritage moch . e$s my <WflJ"
Bow* in Hawaii,Takak* was exposed to many
cultureaiaa achild.But when he attended thcCollege
of Wooster in Ohio he felt a "deep sense of
efcfr?. t.g<.mfej .. from th* wtitutfooal atnfeulpit .*"
He believes the coMege system itsdf may fro
responsible for the alienation of people *who<Wt
look AttteriO-nhvrtwereactually bom -mdraisediu
s s
fhj fevfiiry^ntiy/'
Arotarc inclusive history of the Americanpeople
must be established, he said*American people are
not solely a product of European irrigation* some
<?am^rnr«.dilJf<^0ttt$hOr^^<^^j 4p*i.s .fldChili .a.
These tanuffi are raised in TtiknW*book Strangers
from,ftPJatam,ShpH.t
Takaki ^called opor . mf tmnl * to sjpe ak vp wjhteu
tfttsyieel tfo« <wiri<?u*Mrfct ttt.heft tfolfteg*to laj .Hn& in
some W*y.He also wrged teacher, to abandon thoir
textbooks and conduct fc>i%innl reseinCch into the
hiatoty of the American people. H < * „ ^

»h Calby worthy <tf beitaft a ttaffowlVfrM^tf H

so it mtwtadopt a <j «mcu„Mm Wh»c!fi>ckh^ledg«ft
thc ethnic arid rad,ildiversity of ihi» mf ttxttf* mid
,
. < . - ' '< ¦
Takflki . -'

, $mt in the *m*«<*. Mw&md with Takak .'$

'
Statements
'
"Jfeelheia somewliat of awd-cny*»»W Kenneth
U« '!*»; ' "T«tak. waots t0 stand the eoIUtg«

m*xkif aBMM.M$. C~ - J-

'<¦¦

"taMi fa fiha»i>«ni flpwt it d&wJAmOi. $ different
ethnkgroups and heighten ing the contr
asts amemg

wttf m$N& grow**Neta * immd mvlti^mtilm
. <t tttapoli. tertl agenda , Wh«tt W*t*d tw* iatfcltetfua X

puniuito ta pOtttfaall tothpttttoWtf ftfe dfofa *gmv«
disservice to stvd ewts/ sas.14 Ken Ganzn,^Zfoldnd

imtmt ttf m hnd Mm A$fon. *m4k *> nhm m

Mrtotxt ^p« i<t 3lti» f o&ks mkM\ *aid U vm

^ikumdby ^uv^tiixM^xt^uiumhixUixmAlf in'i

claim Asian art as 'his tottf I'm not avro what

c<mfcwlu«t xt«. ti f wi <o»wf otfa bfc vt\WQ

Colby Friends lends a hand

A Vietnam
War memoriam
By Jonathan Kaplan
STAFF WRITER
-ranB- _____ M____nn __ nd_H ---naM -__-iwin- _

A full page of the February 16,
1968 Echo was devoted to a
memoriam to Leslie A. Dickinson,
Jr., the first Colby student to die in
battle in Vietnam. The memoriail
was complemented by a staff
editorial that called the Vietnam
n_ _ . //
connict
one
of America's
g r e a t
tragedies."
Dickinson,
from Patten,
Maine ,
enrolled in
Colby in the
fall of 1963
a n
d
withdrew
f r om
the
College in Feburary 1966 following
a "year of unrest."A member of the
Kappa Delta Rho Fraternity,
Dickinson developed a serious
interest in writing while at Colby.
He wanted his writing "to create an
additional dimension to the
experience and consdousness of
men," said the Echo.
Dickinson enlisted in the Marine
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Corps because he believed "it was
impossibleto finish college without
attempting to deal with certain
questions which had been raised
by his life and which had to be
approached...inacontextotherthan
academic."
-Dickinson requested a tour in
Vietnam and was assigned to the
2nd Battalion, 7th Marines, First
Marine Division. He arrived" iri
Vietnam on December 1.
On February 3, 1968, two days
arter his
twentyt h i r d
birthday,
Dickinson
died aboard
the USS
Repose
f r o m
m u l t i p le
shrapnel
wounds in
his left leg and spinal chord and a
missile wound to his left leg and
abdomen.
He wasburied withfullmilitary
honors at Arlington National
Cemetery,Washington, D.C.
"We have allowed our studies
and daily concerns to overshadow
the importance of speaking out
against a war which more and mors
influences the course of our lives,"
said the Echo editorial. ?
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on campus to their dorm rooms.
"There was no supervision,"she
said.
By Craig Appelbaum
Also, the club used to match
EDlTbR
each child individuallywith a Colby
student. "[But] we don't do that
anymore," Weymouth said, "i was
Last Sunday over 100 Colby
making matches and I didn't.know
students and children from the
the kids,and a lot of matches didn't
Waterville area celebrated
work." Now children find their
Halloween on campus by trick-orColby Friendsat specialevents held
treating from dorm to dorm and
in the beginning of the year.
visiting a "haunted house" in
The Big Brother/Big Sister of
Hillside.
Kennebec Valley provides Colby
The Halloween celebration was
Friends with a list of names of
just one of the events sponsored so
around 100 children in the area
far this year by Colby Friends, a
needing adult volunteers. The
volunteer club which brings
Colby club then tries to contact the
togetherchildren from theareawith
children's parents through phone
I^aIIkh
J A«l ^- I
Colby niaa
students
call s or letters.
wishingto serve
But
since
"Big
as
many of the
Brothers" and
parents either do
"Big Sisters".
not have phones
"Most of
or are illiterate,
these children
"some of the kids
are
from
with the most
dysfunctional
need just don't get
families,"- said
reached ,"
L a u r a
Weymouth said.
Weymouth '92,
Of
the
100
coordinator of
children on this
Colby Friends.
year's list, only
"A lot of these
around fifty were
kids lack some
s u c c e s s f u l ly
social skills, so
contacted.
we try to build
..All of the 100
their
selfc h i l d r e n
esteem. A lot
suggested
to
don't play on
Colby Friends are
soccer teams or
on a wait-list for a
play little league
p h oto by AmyKL Borrell Big Brother or Big
to Scott McAdoowith his Colby Friend, Tiffany Taylor, '94.
or
go
Sister in the
specialized art
Kennebec Vallev
said. 'Hike it."
classes that wealthier kids can
"A lot of Colby students area. "Some of the children have
afford."
continue to be involved after beenon the wait-listfor two years,"
Club events are held every graduation," Weymouth said. Weymouth said.
Sunday afternoon in Coburn Many correspond through letters,
Since many parents don't have
Lounge.The children meetin small though some visit the children in cars, Safety and Security donated
groups with their Colby Friends Maine.
the use of the Jitney to the club on
and participatein activitiesranging
Aboutfifty Colby students come Sundays to pick up children and
from drama classes to basketball regularly to club events. Of these, take them home. S&S also pays for
lessons.
only five are male. Many female gas used during the day.
Weymouth
said
the
This year Big Brother/Big Sister
students make up for the lopsided
responsibilities of planning
of
Kennebec
Valleyreceiveda grant
ratio by becoming Colby Friends to
activities and dealingwithchildren
y
oung boys but "there is a definite from the Aspirations Foundation
and their parents can be
lackof a male role-model" for many to maintain its relationship with
"overwhelming" at times.
of the boyswho come to the events, Colby.
"Some parents are very Weymouth said.
"The grant issothat when Laura
supportive of Colby Friends and
and
I don't do Colby Friends,it will
In the past, Colby students
very appreciative of what we do," decided when and where to meet still function,"said Heather Vultee
shesaid."While someparentsdon't with their children. This year they '93,who co-coordinates club events
care and see it as four hours in the
only meet on Sundays during dub with Weymouth.Weymouthhopes
afternoon that they don't have to events in Coburn Lounge.
the grant will make the program a
deal with their kids."
"It cutsdown on liabilities,"said "stable entity"at Colby.
"[But] I'm so impressed with
"The kids really look forward to
Weymouth, who said the College
Colby students this semester," she
grew concerned in the past when it," she said , "They wait for
said. 'Toseethem come weekafter students would bring the children Sundays, for Colby Friends/'Q
week restores my faith in
everything."
Others involved were equally
as enthusiastic about the program.
"1love it and my kids love it,"
said Laura Bunnell, whose four
daughters attend Colby Friends'
events each Sunday. "Heather
[Vultee,a Colby Friend to Bunnell's
daughter Shanna] has been a big
help."
"Hove these kids," said Tiffany
Taylor '94,who is involved in Colby
Friends for her second year. "They
need friends and its a fun time."
Taylor is a Colby Friend for nineyear old Scott McAdoo.
"We talk with each other every
Sunday and we have fun,"McAdoo
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To hunt or not to hunt?
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Ghost stories a la Bassett

Start of season

raises moral ques tions
By Laura Lon gsworth
STAFF WRITER

With the rifle hunting season
fordeerbeginningthis Friday,many
Colby students will get a limited
perspective of it as they witness the
occasional dead deer riding down
1-95 strapped to the front of a truck
or jeep.
The state maintains that hunting
is needed for population control of
bird s,deer, and moose.
Gary Donovan of Maine Fish
and Wildlife in Augusta said that if
deer were not hunted every year,
they would overpopulate and
starve, and cause real problems in
certain areas of the state.
'Twentyor thirty years ago we
saw that scenario arise," he said.
"In remote areas, deer starved. In
populated areas there were
problems with people—more car
accidents and the deer destroyed
gardens," said Donovan.
Other groups, such as the
HumaneSocietyof the United States
(HSUS), believe that these animal
populations are manipulated sothat
the sport of hunting can continue.
"Many times populations are
manipulated to provide for hunting
in the future," said Arnold Baer,
director of the New England
regional office of the HSUS, who
sited examples of states that ban

ffiV-J
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doe hunting. "This is not true
population control because nature
could not differentiate between a
doe and a buck."
Moose are in a similar situation.
"There is an overpopulation of
moose in this state," said Linette
Dostie,City Clerkat Waterville City
Hall. "There 's one section of
highway near Jackman where there
have been a lot of accidents."
Moose can also crowd deer
becausemoose feed on vegetation
from the ground up to about twelve
feet.Too many moose can clean out
the vegetation and leave little for
d eer , who can only feed on
vegetation up to about seven feet,
according to Tim Christensen '91.5,
who hunts birds locally.
The City of Waterville has sold
over eight hundred hunting licenses
for the bird hunting and bow deer
hunting seasons currentl y in
progress, according to Dostie. One
dollar of each license sold goes to
the city, while the other fifteen
dollars goes to the state.
The state of Maine made $4.5
million from the sale of hunting
licenses alone in 1990, according to
Donovan. Another $2 million was
made from the sale of combination
fishing and hunting licenses.
The bird hunting season in
Maine runs from October 1 until
early December. Bow hunting for
deer is from October 1to November
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1, and rifle hunting begins
November 1 and ends the last
Saturday in November.There is also
a moose hunting season during the
week of October 14. Permitsto hunt
one thousand moose, north of
Greenville only, are distributed
through a lottery, according to
Dostie.
No hunting is allowed within
Waterville City limits, bu t it is
allowed in Oakland and other areas,
as long as hunters maintain at least
a one mile distance between
themselves and the town hall.
Maine law also requires that hunted
animals remain visible while in
transit.
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With each permit, a hunter is
allowed to kill one deer per season.
This single deer can help many
families tremendously.
'If you getanaveragedeeryou'H
probably end up with 125 pounds
of meat. Maine is the poorest state
in the country. A lot of people feed
their families on that," said
Christensen.
Many still question the
humanity of hunting. The HSUS
opposes hunting any animal for fun,
trophy, or sport, according to Baer.
"Hunters don't always kill
humanely," he said.
But Christensen maintains that
"all good hunters are concerned
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photo by Art Druker
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about the swiftness and
painlessness of death." He said
that hunters are often confused with
trappers, but that many hunters
disliketrapping because of the way
animals can suffer while stuck in a
trap.
While Christensen said that
most people hunt legally and are
respectful of posted property, there
are poachers. He suggested that
mountain bikers and hikers wear
bright clothing, and make noise that
will identify them as a human.The
power lines to Oakland are known
to be grounds for poachers, so
mountain bikers should beware,
said Christensen.Q
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Prof essor Charlie Bassett enchanted students in the Heig hts with his annual Halloween

read ing of ghost stories.
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Welcome Colby Parents & Families
¦

** Halloween
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Gift Certificates Awarded for Best Costumes
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Coors Lt Draft 1.50 • Jagermiester 2.50 • Halloween Specials
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I
Free 5 ft Sub served @ 10:30
Friday - Saturday
I
I
Dinner Served 5:00-10:00
¦
Featuring Prime Rib, Swordfish, Salmon, Filet Mignon, Mussels, and Lobster Bisque

¦
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¦

Sunday Brunch
10:30 -2:30
Waffles, Quiches, Eggs Benedict, Seafood Newburg
Gift Certificates Mak e Great Gifts for the Holidays
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Trust ees ready "to work with the student body"
By Jen Bierwirth
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

One new trustee and ten new
overseers were welcomed at a joint
meeting of trustees and overseers
held on the weekend of October 12.
The group discussed endowments
to the college and the cost of
secondary education.
At the Saturday meeting
President Bill Cotter announced
Colby's recent acquisition of its
largest financial gift from a living
individual in the College's historySi .1million given anonymously to
endow
the
Distinguished
Presidential Professorshi p of
American Government. Professor
Cal Mackenzie was named as the
first reci p ient, according to an
October 15 newsletter for Colby
employees.
Faculty representative Thomas
Morrione, professor of Sociology
and Anthropology, was pleased
"exceptionally
w ith
th e
conscientious people involved [in
the meetings]. The College is quite
fortunate in having those people
[the board of trustees] seriously
concerned about the welfare of the
College."
Faculty representative Hank
Gemery, Dana professor and chair
of the Economics Department
declined comment.
In addition to Mackenzie's new

chair,endowed faculty chairs have
been assigned to Professor of
Biology David Firmage and
ProfessorofEnglishEdwinKenney.
The recently awarded chairs bring
thenumber of fully endowed chairs
to seven,a significant.increase from
the three that existed in 1989.
Professors Tom Longstaff and Jim
Meehan will fill two existing chairs
held by retirees.
Focusing on progress of the past
year and future ambitions,Cotter's
12th annual "Report on the State of
theCollege"addressed freespeech,
the protection of individual rights,
and the cost gap between public
and private post-secondary
institutions. New board chair
Lawrence Pugh '56,highli ght ed th e
College's successes and upcoming
challenges in his address at the joint
meeting.
Jason Soules '93, president of
the Student Association, was also
impressed with the positive
relationship built between the
trustees and the student
representatives.
"The trustees really want to
work with the student body," said
Soules. "Not just because they're
supposed to,but because theyreally
are interested in what we have to
say."
According to Stu-A Vice
President Karen Laidley '93, the
Student Affairs Committee ran
particularl y well over October
break. "The decisions made in this

worked well together. "The
discussions were open and frank,"
he said.
Although the next meetingwith
the trustees is not until January of
1992, Soules and Laidley are

committee...revolved mostly
around what [the students] said,"
said Laidley. "We're going into the
next meeting way ahead of where
we thought we might be."
Morrione also felt the committee

considering a variety of issues in
their upcoming agenda, ranging
from making necessary changes in
the advising system to decreasing
dissatisfaction with current meal
plans.Q

By Brian Sehwegler

CONTRIBUTINGWHITER

Frinceton University
Princeton,New Jersey

Recentargumentshave led to hostility between members of Princeton's homosexual population and
membersof the CatholicChurch* Membersof Princeton's homosexual alliance printed posters calling for
rebellion Against chuith decisions on homosexual sex; practices* The local Catholic Organisation, the
Actjutnas Institute,retaliated by sending lettersia the Princeton papercallingfat theexcammunicationand
eternal damnation of the local homosexual population. Following these letters/ the room of a. Catholic
student wasvandalized by radical members of the homosexual organization*

University of Rhode Island

¦

Kingston Rhode Island

The Universityof Khode Island fit the description of the college where Nostradamuspredicted a mass
wasdescribed as being located between
murderwouidoixaron October 26th.lite collegein the prediction
1
threes lakes in the northeaster*, portion of the "'Mew World." While no onepnbliclyacknowledgedbeing
warned about the possible massacre,one prof essor sai d,, "I could not figure opt-why my Fr
iday afternoon
class wa*so empty "

Wheaton College

Massachusetts
Norton,

last Tuesday,ten students dressedinblack,pfck«iedr ands_r_oked outsideiheadmin.strationbnj lding
to protest the school's new smokingpoiicy. Smoking is now allowed only in residence hall rooms?/ and no
smoking is allowed on the College's commons or in any other public place on campus*£3
•
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We Service Foreign Cars...

• Brakes
--BaKa«^
^e>>i
• Exhaust Systems
_
^^^^/^^>^r^p_iBiB_ B-e-BBa__l-^^a-r o Maintenence Service
Oil Changes and More!

•

.

1. Stanley H. Kaplan
2. Dial-A-Prayer

<____ ___=____>
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• Costume Rental
• Balloons
^l. M
• Party Supplies |Lf@|

The new LSATcourse. For the new LSAT

STANLEY H .
f Take Kaplan Or TakeKAPLAN
Your Chances
Wc offer prep courses for ihePSAT, SAT,ACT,LSAT,OMA'i;
CJRE.
MCA I'anil twcht other tests at ove r ISO locations worldwide.

Ren t or Buy A ll Your Par ty Needs With Us

Cla sses sta rting now !
Call 1-800-KAP-T EST

I

Heckman s Party Palace
142*College Avenue,Waterville
873-4944
* We Accept Colby Purchase Orders •

Teach tlie world
By Amy Keim
STAFF WRITER

Seniors, are you worried about
finding employment after
graduation?
While you may be thinking
about conducting your job search
in various areas in the U.S., have
you considered venturing abroad?
Friends of World Teaching is an
organization which assists
American educators (most often
recent college graduates) in
attaining positions in over 1,000
English-language schools in over
140 foreign countries.
Teachers, administrators,
counselors, librarians, nurses and
secretaries are needed in American
Community schools, which are
strictly for American students and
staffed with American educators.
Applicants are interviewed by
international representatives in
cities throughout the U.S.

The most popular countries
include Spain, Switzerland,
Germany, France and Japan, and
most of our applicants are fresh out
of college. We receive over f ive
hundred inquiries per week, and of
these about ten percent of them
pursue jobs overseas/' said Dr.
Louis Bajkai, director of Friends of
World Teaching.
The organization often sets up
free housing for employees, and
the salaries are competitive. Oneyearteachingcontractsare themost
popular choiceamong participants,
but three-month summer positions
are also available, according Jo
Bajkai.
Bajkai said that knowledge of a
foreign language and state
certification in teaching are seldom
required, but there is one-time
application fee of $20. Apply early
as positions are filled quickly. For
more information contact: Friends
of World Teaching, P.O.Box 1049,
San Diego, CA, 92112-1049. Or call
619-275-4066.Q
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Busch Bar Bottles
• $10.86 per case + tax and deposit
Milwaukee Best
• half barr el $33.98 + tax and deposit
Miller Lite 24 packs
• $11.11 + tax and deposit

I '

We sell Discount Beer,Wine,and Soda.
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Join Hilfe ithis
Sunday for their
Parent's Weekend
bagel breakfast at
10:00 a.m. In the
Robins RoomProfessor Denoeux
will be speaking on

"The Effect of
Russian Jewish
immigration on
Israeii Domestic
___ __ * ___ '»
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Interested in
writing news
for the Echo?

Come down to
our office in the
basement of
Roberts or call
x3349. All new
writers
welcome!
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Stringed Instrument Shop
• Just 25 minutes from town.
? Professional , conscientious service over twentyyears repair experience.
* Martin guitars a weakness - many
for sale at all times.
? Also bai\j os, mandolins, and fiddles.
• Strings and cases On hand at best
prices.
• Please call ahead.

illlllliii Biegler Stringed Instruments
IlllllSSliSIIIll * Vienna 293-2389 •
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DAVID MATHIEU CO.
Established
W»
I

AUTO BODY
Allen St., Waterville
872-5518

BehindCollogo Avo. .
Car Wash
|

HeatWave Vacations , Inc. is
looking for bri ght, personable individuals to promote
our Euro pean skiing and
Caribbean Spring Break
trips. Earn free vacations
and big paychecks. For more
information , call Gregory at
(800. -395-WAVE.
WANTED: "C oppertone
Sprin g Break Tri p" student
representative to promote
trips to Cancun , Nassau ,
Barbados ,Jamaica ,Daytona
and Orlando. Bestprograms
available ANYWHERE...
eam cash, free tri ps, plus
more. Call for more information 1-800-222-4432 (9:00
am - 5:00 pm). •
Travel Sales Representative.
STS, the leader in collegiate
travel needs motivated
individuals and groups to
promote Winter /Spring
Break tri ps. For information
call Student Travel Services,
Itha ca, NY at 1-800-648'. .' '¦
4849.
Spring Break: Cancun ,
Bahama s from $259.00
includes tfoundtri p ait, 7
nights hotel , parties , fr ee
a d mission, hotel taxes and
more ! Or ganize a small
group. Earn free tri p. 1 (800)
BEAC H IT.

Classifieds
ATLANTIC OCEAN LIVING. Nann y/Childcare positions available. Full-time
live in situations with families
intheBQSTONare a.Includes
room and board , automobile ,
insuranc e, Salary ran ge from
$150 to $3$. per week. Great
way to experience Boston
families, culture , history and
beaches. Call or write THE
HELPING HAND, INC. 1
WEST ST., BEVERLY
FARM S, MA 01915 (508) 9220526.

Earn Fabulous FREE Spring
Break Vacation while meeting new peop le and earn ing
cash. Work atyour own pace.
Ener getic/highly motivated
outgoin gindividualsneeded.
Call Bob at Campus Holidays
1-800-627-4791 between 5pm
-lOpm CST. .
Campus Representatives
needed" Eam free trip and
big commissions by selling
CANCUN , MEXI CO. For
more information call toll free
at 800-755-7996 or in Connecticut at 203-975-8833.

ADOPTI ON

Picnics, piggy-backs and a
brother 's hand to hold . Happiness and securit y await
your newborn. Loving, professional mom, dad , and son
are anxious to adopt again.
Legals paid. Call collect Judy
and Paul 207-799-9833.

CAMPUS
REPS
WANTED! QUALITY
VACATIONS TO EXOTIC
DESTINATIONS! SELL
SPRING BREAK PACKAGES TO J AMAICA ,
CANCUN , BAHAMAS ,
MARGARITA ISLAND.
FA STEST TO FREE
TRAVEL AND $$$. CALL
SUN SPLASH TOURS . 1800-426-7710.
ADDRESSERS WANTED
immediately! No experience necessar y. Process
FHA mort gage refunds.
Work at home. Call 1-405321-3064.

MlSt $500...$ 1000...$ 1300

WOOL
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For your fraternit y,
soror ity, team or other
campus organization.
ABSOLUTELY NO
INVKSTMBNT MOUKBOI

Founded in 1877
CRAIG APPELBAUM, Editor-in-Chief
AMANDAHALLOWELL,Managing E ditor

More to life than cream, cheese and fatty foods

I was very disappointed to read
an article concerning Dining
Services and the food we serve in
the Oct. 24, 1991 issue of the Ecfto
KATEYFORD, Layout E d itor
ANDREAKRASKER, N ews E ditor
MICHELLE TAYLOR LayoutEd itor
which I feel was misinformed and
T.J. WINICK, Sports E ditor
LAURAPAVLENKO, Features Editor
TRACEY HARDMAN, F ocus E d itor
inaccurate. I was especially
ETH AN GETTMAN, A & E E d itor
JOSH LUTTON, Business Ma nager
surprised that gross assumptions
hy E d itor
PAULARGIRO, Op inions Editor
ART DRUKER, Photograp
were made without myself or one
CHARLES BEELER, Ad Manager
GRETA WOOD, Prod uction Ma nager
of my managers being contacted.
I maintain an open door and
open kitchen policy to .all students.
KAREN LIPMAN, Asst.News Editor
JONATHAN WALSH, Asst. Sports Ed itor
I encourage them to participate in
KAREN DIX ON , Asst. A&E Editor
production, to ask questions about
KATHERINE BORDWELL, Asst. Photo Editor
recipes and ingredients,and to take
AMY CLAPP, Ad Representative
an active interest in the food we
ETHANGE T T M A,NStaff Artist
serve. We hold All-Commons
MARK R. MUIR, Subscriptions Manag er
Dining Committee meetings
monthly, Directors Dinners biLETTERS AND OPINIONS PO-ICV
weekly, and maintain suggestion
The Editorial istheoffidalopinlon of the paper. The other opinions present on this page do not necessarily
boxes in all the dining halls as well
represent the views of The Cody Echo arte staff.
77k Colby Echoencourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate community.
as in the Spa.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Just to set the record straight,we
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an add ress
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colin/ Echono later than
use
light mayonnaise on all TLC
Monday evening of the same week.
entrees,low-fat yogurt and cottage
Thc Colby Echo reserves the right to edit aU submissions.
cheese, and we only fry in pure
vegetable oil which contains no
cholesterol. I can assure you that no
TLC item is ever fried or saturated
in grease. Students are welcometo
read and critique all the recipes.
If you have any questions about
how much cholesterol, fat, or
We printed the word "shit" on the front page of last week's Echo.
We printed it in large type and bold face and some people didn't like sodium you should have in your
diet please schedule an
it.
appointment with me as I am
A lot of people didn't like it.
educated
and trained in the field of
The offensive word in last week's paper was part of a direct quotation
from a student on his view of Colby. It may be an alternativeview,but one Nutrition and Dietetics.If you prefer
no less valid as news. We thought it was an interesting and important part to see a Registered Dietitian I can
also make those arrangements for
of the article, so we used it as a pull-out quote and highlighted it.
you as well.
That is where the trouble started.
Please come and sjteak' with us
It wascalled "offensive"and "in poor taste"and words like "censorship"
started floating around campus. The Echo is not censored,nor should it be. next time you haveconcerns,that is
Our aim is to report what goes on around campus, what people are doing, what we are here for. I truly hope to
see you in our kitchens!
what people are saying.
The editorial board received flack all weekend for that one quotation.
Mary Attenweiler
We heard criticisms,complaints and the usual unqualified statement: "the
Director
Dining Services
Echo sucks." But we did not receive a single letter to the editor. The one
item in the paper which might have riled the campus up this year did not Editor 'sNote:This letterwasoriginally
receive one letter.
sent only to the author of thearticle. It
It's obvious from all of the comments we've heard that people do read is being reprinted here at the Echo's
the paper and have opinions on what we print. So why no response? Why request.
no letters to the editor?
We're not afraid to stick our necks out in print.
Are you?

To Laura Steinbrink ("Complaint, Complaint," Echo, 10/24):
Grow up.
Tim Seston '93
Chris Thayer '93

A mother's thank you
Sunday,October 8,1received the phone call which could have been
the nightmare of my family's life. My son Michael called me to tell me
that his airplane had just crashed at the Augusta airport. Luckily he was
fine.
I am so grateful that he was spared, and that so many people at
Colby stopped by to see him, and make sure he was o.k. Even though
Michael is a freshman and has been on campus only a few weeks, it is
gratifying to me, and I'm sure to him, to know that there are so many
caring people within the Colby community.
The freshman topic last summer was about mortal choices. During
the last few days I've been thinking that so often we take things for
granted and don't stop to "smell the roses." It's often when illness or
other terriblediff iculties strikethat we start to understand how precious
life really is, and often tragically, that insight comes too late. The
triumph of last Sunday's accident is that Michael is safe and fine, and
that through his experience, perhaps more than we have in the past,we
will cherish this very fragile and precious gift called life.
Bonnie Rosenthal

Who gives a #@$*?

Off-campus Student Center"
The Student Center. A symbol of unity created to abolish what the
fraternities accomplished—segregation. In its conception, it was a
romantic ideal of what Colby College should be—united and joined as
one campus. But this ideal is falling apart as this once united campus is
again segregating itself into two groups: those who remain on-campus
over the weekend, and those who go off-campus.
Off-campus, where administrators dare not tread, is becoming the
social meeting ground for Colby's student body. Parties in Winslow,
Oakland,at The Plaza, and at Butler Court are becoming synonymous
with the way the social life used to be on campus. Seemingly free of the
bureaucratic rhetoric so often affiliated with the Student Center •
parties—liability and Maine State Law—these new meeting grounds
are a welcome change from the uptight socialstructure that has
evolved on campus.
This change is not entirely the fault of the students. Recent •
enforcements of the alcohol policy are driving people to unite in small
groups. Students don't enjoy this change, and as a result have created
new "student centers"at off-campus houses where, once again, they
can gather in large groups under one roof.
But there are new dangers awaiting these students. The Police
Departments of Waterville and Oakland know where these new
"student centers" are and are obligated to patrol them. Now, they must
watch for the swerving car, answer the noise complaint, and use their
power—the law—to keep Waterville safe.
Police know the danger inherent in off-campus partying. Drunk
driving kills and it doesn't discriminate between those who go to
college and those who don't. The police are afraid that someone,
someday, is going to leave one of these new "student centers" and
never return.
And the administration should be scared as hell.

Thanks from Dana survivor
As one of the Dana fire escapees last week, I would like to thank the
Waterville Volunteer Fire Department, the Dana hall staff, Colby
Administration and Mary, Joey, Wayne and Bill of Dining Services for
being a part of Dana's14th fire alarm this year. The celebration would have
been most non-triumphant without you.
Scott Galson
Dana Vice President

.

Anonymity not guaranteed...
To whomever wrote the anonymous letter submitted last week:
The Echo does not accept anonymous letters for publication. All
letters must be signed and include the writer's phone number.
-the Editorial Board
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What did you learn during Alcohol and Wellness Week?
J.C.Klick '92
"I learned some of the
alternatives to drinking that are
available on a college campus."

Chris Richards '92
"I didn't learn anything. I got a
good game of die in."

Jason Soules '93
"My cholesterol level is below
200.1learned of different opinions,
ideas, and attitudes about what are
'wellness' issues."

BUI Higgins '92
"I learned that if you can't do it
oncampus, you candoitoff campus
at the lake-front house. And get
ready for our Christmas Party good, clean fun."

Melissa Wilcox '94
"I learned that CDoul's was a
non-alcohol beer because they
sponsored the week. Before, I
thought it was a little ironic that a
beer was sponsoring it."

photos by KatherineBordwell

Where, oh, where have our traditions gone?
By Keith Dupuis
STAFF WRITER
Colby College has lost almost
all sense of tradition. It has lost
most of its individuality,
uniqueness, flair, and everything
else that distinguished it from a
run-of-the-mill "siuitcase" college.
Think about it. Golf-parties.
Around the Worlds. Octoberfest.
Winter Carnival.Wherearetheynow?
They didn't even have fireworks
'during Alumni Weekend. What
happenedto all those events that we
knewwerewaitingaround thecorner,
and looked forward to with an
enthusiasm that made academics
bearable? What happened to all of
those traditions that gave Colby its
own social depth? No one even talks
about the Blue Light anymore.
This isn't a surprise to anyone.
To those students who stay on
campus for the weekend, it's
painfullyobviousthat parties which
used to "happen" don't "happen"

anymore. Reggaeparties havebeen
busts. The Foss Halloween Party,
for all the effort Mary Low
Commons put into it, attracted
numbers that paled in comparison
to previous years. Recently there
was even a party in the Heights
Community Room that consisted
of kegs and a D.J.— bring back
memories? If so, they're sad
memories,becausethat eventfailed
too. I can't say that Colby'sinfamous
golf parties have floundered ,
though,because they haven't had a
chance to since the administration
booted them into history.
What caused this terrible shift?
What caused Colby to move from a
school with so much of its own
distinct cultural and social life to a
school that hasbeen sappedof spirit
and enthusiasm?
First, the frats were abolished.
The destruction of this system has
had effects on this campus that are
just beginning to come to light. I'm
not saying that I want them back,or
that they shouldn't have been

abolished. I'm just stating the
obvious: they brought life to this
campus. Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger and Dean of the College
Earl Smith are fond of tellingstories
about.Colby's history. Most stories
involve the frats and their insane
and ridiculous actions.
What kind of stories will the
administration mumble about in
another ten years? Those wild and
crazy (and empty) Student Center
parties of 1991?
The construction of the Student
Center in. 1985 ^ayed^whatever
tradition the abolishment of frats
lost. The Student Center-one of the
bestconceptions this school has ever
had - operated under the idea that
the entire campus should have a
focal point,acentral location,a way
to draw the student body together.
It worked miracles. From it, I
believe, today's system of student
government emerged.
The four Commons finally were
given a solid chance to interact and
celebrate under a single roof. But

A lesson in classroom etiquette
By Heather Boothe
STAFF WRITER
It's11:19 a.m. andyou'relooking
at your watch.Your 10:30 a.m. class
has been survivable today,if not
intriguing. Although the professor
is still talking, you pick up your
backpack and begin to put away
your notebook and put on your
jacket. Others dp the same and
suddenly the professor is raising
his or her voice, attempting to
conclude the day'slecture above all
the packing going on.
What'swrongwiththispicture?
Not only does thc packing ruin
the class for those who are still
listening, it also shows complete
and total disrespect for the
professor. He or she must fight to
keep talking above the din and
distraction as students stand up to
go. Often, those last few moments
of class had been carefully saved
for some Import ant information
about a homework assignment or
concludi ng remarks on the day's
class. This rude disruption
undermines this plan.

Why is it that no one sees this
disruption as wrong? We don't get
up in the middle of class and wander
in and out, nor do we look through
our book bags, obviously ignoring
the professor in the middle of a
lecture. We usually don't talk to
each other during class,but instead
listen to the teacher or whomever is
speaking. Somehow,within that last
five minutes of class, it becomes
permissible to do thesethings,and
the professor losesall control.Didn't
we leave this kind of behavior
behind in high school?
This behavior is not only found
in the classroom, but at lectures,
too. Colby invites distinguished
people to come here and give
lectures. Often the lectures are well
attended, which shows how
interested Colby students can be
(or shows how many professors
forced their students to go).
Unfortunately, these same students
forget their manners and leaveearly.
Yes,thesclecturesare sometimes
too long, and we have homework
to do, places to go, and people to
see, but if one knows he or she is
going to have to leaveearly,why sit
in thc front row? Grab a seat i n

back,on the aisle. Toooften one can
see the distraction in the lecturer's
face as, one by one, the audience
gets up and leaves.This movement
distracts the audience from the
lecture and makes the speaker feel
as though he or she is dull and
being rushed. It's rude and every
time I seeit I feelashamed for Colby.
I'm not saying that I have never
packed up my bag early or left a
lecture before it was finished. In
class I try to remain still, but it is
tempting to cap my pen, close my
notebook, and dash for the door.
It's especially hard when , the
professor begins a closing
statement, but I try. Sometimes I
just give in and join the rest of the
ruckus since I can't hear;the
professor anyway, but if at all
possible!try to sit still and continue
to listen.
Then there are the dull guest
lectures. You don't leave a class
early becauseit's dull (though you
might stnreatyourwatch and begin
packing early). A guest lectureis no
different. Grin and bear it.
If s a question of respect. Going
Etiquette continued on page 13

now the Student Center is just
another traditional gravestone. The
four corners of campus came
together for a few years of fantastic
happenings,but now they have all
gone backto their own lounges and
dorm rooms.
I reailize that some of those
traditions could have used some
control. The most obvious reason
for this entire tragedy is rooted in
the fact that alcohol and tradition
always went hand-in-hand. In a
crusade that confusespersuasion
with legislation,the administration
and a few fanatic professors have
gone after student drinking with a
bloody tomahawk. The "old"
alcohol policy is gone, and it took
tradition with it. A "new" alcohol
policy has been forced onto the
campus,leaving nothing to replace
the Colby social life we lost. The
funniest thing of all is that the
administration wails more than
anyonewhen it comes to the loss of
tradition. Wake up, guys. It was
your tomahawk, remember?

Naturally, new traditions have
evolved. Going to the Courthouse
on Wednesday.WinslowonFriday.
Roadtrips to Quebec or Bowdoin
on the weekend.You know what I
mean.
I want to fit in an apology to
seniors in this article,too.You guys,
after four years at Colby, deserve a
hellof a lot more than what you've
been given. It's frustrating enough
having to deal with the imminent
"real world" without all of this
controversial and depressing B.S. I
only hope you're taking the time
arid effort to create the invaluable
memories that the school itself is
not offering.
This abstract term that we call
"Colby" is suffering through this
socially stagnant period. For its
sake, and for the sake of everyone
that has a couple of years more to
spend here, I hope that new
traditions are found that satisfy the
students without having to satisfy
some
tired,
rhetorical
administrative policy.Q
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Play Preview

"Two Gentlemen": Fresh and Unique

interpretation. Though a 50s
modernization,the play still retains
By Amy Keim .
its timeless messages. As is typical
STAFF WRITER
of Shakespeare's work, it is filled
with tension resulting from
If Shakespeare had been alive in unrequited love,societal pressures,
thel950s,would he have addressed and familial interference in a love
the same issues in his plays? Would relationship.
hehaveincluded thesameelements,
The group has taken
or spoken the same truths? The Shakespeare's humorousand lightColby Performing Arts Department hearted play, written in the 1590s,
hascreatedauniqueanswerto these and given it new life with music,
questions with its production of dance and setting.
"The Two Gentlemen of Verona."
Century-old Italian cities have
Featuring poodle skirts instead become universities. The play has
of petticoats, Colby P.A/s 'Two been condensed from five acts to
Gentlemen"intertwinesclassic rock two, said director Joylynn Wing,
and roll music with iambic "to allow for easier set changes."'
pentameter in this innovative Also, some of the long speeches

Southern California in the 1950s is the settingpr
"Two Gentlemenof Verona " p laying in Runnals this
weekend.

photo by Paul Matthews

have been shortened or replaced by
the song and dance numbers."
Otherwise the text has remained
untouched, except for a few lines
which havebeen modified to upda te
the play's message.
The play centers around thelove
entanglements between Proteus
(Steve Albani '92), Julia (Jennie
Holman '92), Silvia (Elena Maddox
'92),and Valentine (Glen Porter '92).
Proteus, who has declared his
everlasting love for Julia, becomes
enraptured by Sylvia's beauty.
Valentine, Proteus' best friend, is
also in love with Sylvia and each
man attempts to win her affection.
The twisted plot is filled with both
tragic and hilarious moments.
Launce (Bruce A. Villineau '93),
provides plenty of comic relief, as
heisboth commentator and chorus,
givingtheaudienceahintofwhatis
to come with his nervous,frenzied,
and fitful appearances.
Why modernize Shakespeare?
Well,"said Wing, "the Fiftieswere
a time of carefree,naive love, which
is one of the central themes in the
play. We decided to play up its
comedy aspects andtomakeit fun."
The result?
"It has been made more accessible
to the audience," said Porter.
If you have not bought your tickets
to see "The Gentlemen of Verona,"
do so as soon as possible Your
parents
will
love
this
"contemporary" masterpiece.
The play runs Thursday, October
31through Saturday, November 2.
Showsareat 8p.m. Contact Runnals
Union box office from 2-6p.m.
Tickets are $2 with a Colby ID, and
$3 for general admission.q

Restaurant Review

Hop a ride on this "Carousel"
By Julia's Children

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
If you're looking for some good,
quick eats and fast service, The
Carousel (off Main Street in
Waterville, across from the old
opera house) is a terrificplace to go.
Like a circus,a woodenring master
welcomes you at the door of the
dimly-lit restaurant.
Also like a circus, The Carousel
has a very cheery and stimulating
atmosphere. The groovy, easylistening music chiming in the
background pleases the ear, while
the eyes arc attracted to thecarnival
paraphernalia decorating the walls.
A carousel pony an d num erous
paintedpicturesof ticket boothsand
clowns are just some of the
attractions. With all of this and only
one waitress on duty,you really do
feel as if you were at the circus.
On the first reading, we found
the menu to be rather limited, but
don't despair,the items were tasty.
However, if you are a vegetarian,
don't venture into this big top as
you are likely to leave hungry,
unless you choose an appetizer for
a main course.
To begin the show, we decided

to please our palates with an
appetizer of potato skins ($3.30),
which were smothered with
cheddar cheese and served with a
generous portion of sour cream on
the side. This appetizer offers
enough (12 skins) for everyone at
the table to enjoy. Crispy on the
outside and warm and gooey on the
inside, the skins were dubbed "the
best I've ever tasted" by one Child
of Julia. Without delay, our ma in
courses arrived before we could
manage to finish the scrumptious
appetizer.
The limited menu forced us all
to opt for sandwiches from the deli.
Each dish was accompanied by a
half-plate of curly-spicy fries and a
pickle.The fries were so tangy,they
made our eyes water. Crispy,
greaseless, and moist, these fries
were the best we've found in
Waterville.
We sampled three sandwiches:
a Broiled Chicken Breast, Turkey,
and Tuna. The Broiled Chicken
Breast ($4.00) was served on a grilled
Kaiser role with a choice of
condiments, including lettuce,
tomatoes, and mayo. The chicken
breast was light and lean, a little
burnt on thc outside, but still juicy
and full of flavor. The Turkey
Sandwich ($3.75) was served on

white bread, also with the same
choice of condiments. The turkey
breast was a little dry but its
freshness overshadowed the dry
aftertaste. The tuna sandwich
($4.00) was served on grilled white
Italian bread. The tuna salad was a
perfect blend of mayonnaise and
spices—not too fishy, not too dry—
and the grilled bread added perfect
texture to an otherwise "mushy"
sandwich.
If you're still hungry after all
this, there is a wide selection of
desserts ranging from sundaes to
pies and cakes. There is also a vast
selection of special ice cream drinks
which can beserved with or without
alcohol.
In addition to its food, The
Carousel also has various types of
free live entertainment on the
weekends, including comedians,
singers, an d. other musical
performances.
Julia's Children were happy to
havestumblcd down this side street.
We give The. Carousel 8 wooden
spoons (out of 10) and recommend
that you all meander down there
sometime and give it a try.

ECHO f i l ephoto

Ubergang" (Crossing Over)

Colby Collection

I he German Ice Age
By Asdis Thor stein sson
CONTRIBUTING WR ITER

Out of World War II and the
division of Germany came a new
vision from artists. During the age
of the Berlin Wall,artist A.R. Penck
brought a political perspective into
art. Forever a believer in impacting
his surroundings through artistic
means, Penck filled his paintings
withhis interpretations and analysis
of the schizophrenic society in the
German Democratic Republic
(formerly East Germany).
Penck began his work in the
1960s, attempting to become a
professional artist. However, his
applications to art schools were
rejected, even after his works were
displayed in 1961 in the Academy
of Arts. Determined to bring an end
tocontinualrejection,Penckapplied
to become a professional officer,
but the authorities rejected him,
saying he was not able to present
any educational or professional
qualifications, in addition to his
tendency to be "anti-social."
With the building of the Berlin
Wall, Penck was confronted with
the "ice age," a metaphor referring
to the stagnation of culture and
politics in the GDR. He then
changedhis namefrom Ralf Winkler
to AlbrechtR. Penck, the geologist
who wrote The Alpsin the Ice Age.
Settling as best as he could in the
East,Penck'spaintings began to take
on the typical characteristics that
are now associated with his work.

His works pointed out, with irony
and humor,the frag ility of a d ivided
society which entrapped people.
What Penck saw,he transcribed
to his work. His paintings reflect a
society that remains staggered,
never coming together, a society
ripped apart. There is a continual
battle in Penck's paintings between
the counteracting powers of
division and unity. He was not
content with the lack of balance
within society,and this was evident
in his paintings. His works are full
of clashing symbols ranging from
the prehistoric caveman to the
present industrial age. His symbols
dance in harmony with each other
on the canvas, collectively creating
a music calling for societal
unification.
While still in the GDR, Penck
finally received recognition. His
nudes and family scenes were
shown at the prestigious PuschkinHaus. Although not admitted; he
was also nominated
for
membership in the Association of
Plastic Artists.Finally,after working
many years in Eastern Europe,
Penck escaped the "ice age" and
moved to London with his family.
There he continues to work editing
journals and publishing books.
A.R. Penck's political voice
transcendshis own historical works
and will forever serveas a reminder
of the division of Germany and its
effects on society. Penck and other
German artists are currently on
display in the Colby Art Museum
until November 27.0

The Dani Tribesmen
By Charles Beeler

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you are one of many who are
constantly complaining about the
lack of social life in Waterville, you
obviously have not been down to
"You Kn ow Wh ose Pu b " on
Wednesday nights. Featuring live
reggae music with the Dani
Tribesmen, "You Know Whose" is
the place to be!
Since 1984, the Dani Tribesmen
(a Hallowell, Maine-based band)
have been delighting crowds with
their ori ginal cuts and their
renditions of reggae favorites.
They came out with their first
cassette, entitled Freedom Fighter,
J ulia 's Children are Amy this
June. Face magazine reviewed
Selinger,Meg Exving,Lyz Makely,
thealbum and had only good things
and Sura DuBow.O

to say.
The Dani Tribesman were
fortunateto have Winston Grennan
p laying drums on the cassette.
Grennan has been called "the
Grandfather" of the reggae drums
and hislistof musical achievements
(from playing with Paul Simon and
atourwithTootsandtheMaytalsto
the credit he has received for
instructing the Waller's drummer)
seemsto extend endlessly.
However, Grennan is not thc
only reason this tape is so good.
"These 10slices of reggaearebright
and breezy musically...lyrically,the
Tribesmen call 'em straigh t and
harsh../that's the term/You make
it sound so far/How many worlds
do you think there arc?'" said Face
magazine of thc Tribesman.
Alth ough Grennan won't be
Tribesman continued on p age13

Calendar of Events
Movies

Colby:

Robin Hood r Thurs., Fri.,
Sat., 7pm and 9:15pm , Sat.
Matinee at 3 pm.

Hoyts:
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I

The People Under The Stairs: J
7:40/9:50
1
Deceived
1

BOWDOIN COLLEGE:

Concerts/ Plays
-=—

-

•Performance of The Berkshire Ballet, Madeline Cantarella Culpo, artistic director. Modern and Classical ballet. Program includes the
1834 Pas de Quarte and a contemporary work by Bill T. Jones, NY coreographer. Friday 11/1 at 8:00 pm, Pickard Theatre. Admission:
$10.00 public; $6.00 students and those 65 or over.
•Scandinavian Couples Dancing—Singles welcome. Live music. Soft soled non-street shoes only. Dances taught 7:30 to 8:00 pm. Friday
Wl at 7:30 to 10:30 pm. Main Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsors: Student Activities Office and The Brunswick Folk Dance Group.
Admission $2.00. For more info, call 729-3222.

COLBY COLLEGE:

Colby's Performing Arts Production: "The Two Gentlemen of Verona" runs Thursday 10/31 through Saturday 11/2 (parent's weekend)
All shows are 8pm. For tickets come to Runnals Union box office Monday throughFriday, 2pm-6pm. Tickets are $2 with a Colby ID and
$3 for general admission.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE:

Music Department Program. Performances by UM Orchestra and UM Percussion Ensemble, 8 pm Thursday Nov. 7, Hutchins Concert
Hall, Maine Center for the Arts. Free and open to the public.

7:30/9:40
Frankie and Jclwny

j
1

Hi ghlan der II
7:45/9:45
Paradise
7:20/9:30
Curly S^e
Slacker

Art Exhibitions
f
1
COLLEGE
| BATES
Robert Indiana and The Hartley Ele^ies-Throuigh Dec. 20th Robert Indiana's most recent silkscreen
| prints created as a homage to the artist Marsden Hartley,a Lewiston native. Museum hours are 10
| am to 5 pm. Tuesday through Saturday, and 1to 5 pm Sunday. Free Admission. Telephone (207)
*
I
786-6158.
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
I
The Here and the Hereafter: Images of Paradise in Art ((through Dec. 15)
1 Mixing the Elements: Science and Art in American Culture (through Nov. 3)

Straight Out Of Brooklyn

E

7:10/9:25,

7:00/9:10

Rail r oad Square:
Last show 10/31 at 8:40
Last show tonight 10/31

1

_

1
1

Twentieth-Century Art: Selections from the Permanent Collection (through Feb. 9)
COLBY COLLEGE
The German Image: Contemporary Works on Paper
Gabriella Jeppson '93, will give a talk on the exhibition in the galleries on Saturday, 11/2 at
11am.

§ Miscellaneous!
National
Organization For
§
Eg
Women: The Greater
g
Bangor Chapter of NOW
i
will meet: Thurs. 11/7 at
§
6:30 pm. At the Peace
H
1 and Justice Center, 58
g
Columbia St., Bangor.
|
For info: call JoAnne at
B
989-3306 or Karen at
g

1

H

8t£^L,_^
^

1
i
1
1
1
1

§

i
1
1

Karen Dixon , Asst. A &E

Music Review

Primus and th e Pixies pack a punch
and intriguing, Trompe le Monde is
even disturbing at times, but our
morbid sense of
STAFF WRITERS ¦¦
curiosity bids us to
experience it one
more time.
Know deception id.
At first glance,
Tromve le Monde. The Pixies
the lyricsof singer/
Black Francis and his band of guitarist Francis
supernatural cohorts, The Pixies, are sketchy and
are back. Not that they were ever disjointed, often
absent from the music scene, but nonsensical . In
the crafty art-rock band's last "Umass," Francis'
release, Bossanova, seemed to deconstruction of
fbreshadowanewstepinThePixies grammatical rules
evolution. Had they chosen this aids in his mocking
formal
step, they would have surely found of
education:
"and
themselves treading the same
ground as commercial sell-out stupid stuff it
bands like R.E.M. or The Red Hot makes me shout /oh dance with me
Chilli Peppers. Selling out is not oh don't beshy/...of the april birds
necessarily negative, but it would and the may bee/oh baby/
have signified the artistic death of university/it's educational." In
The Pixies'untamed,vibrant sound. general, these songs reflect the
Trompe le Mondeis anything but chaotic sentiment of the album's
a sell-out album. The Pixies' latest title. The cut "Planet of sound"
project, whose title translates explores a wild,unorganized world:
colloquially to "someone deceived "renounced/for it's canals of red/
the world," vibrates with an and lots of guys to shake their
intimate senseof artistic passion,as heads/ rhythmically to resound/
equallyin tune with creation as it is this ain't no planet of sound." Th e
with destruction. The portrait that songs are full of disjointed lyrics,
The Pixies paint of this misled world catchy tongue-in-cheek phrases,
is much akin to a freak show at a and engaging melodic patterns.
carnival; mysterious, grotesque, Francis spans the spectrum of

By Johan Dowdy and
Matthew Kales

i
MJ

2

•6

vocalization by speaking,
screaming,and singing as he deems
appropriate.
,-Kim ., Deal's
steady pounding
bass and David
Lovering's solid
drumming set the
stage for Francis'
stylized lyrics and
for lead guitarist
Santiago.
Joey
Santiago's guitar
wizardry encases
the others within a
intricate, sonic net
of
feedback,
distortion, and
roarihgguitarforce.
Overall, this album appeals to the
sideof us that enjoys thebizarre. By
breaking away from thetraditibrtal
ch6rus/refrain/"instrumental;jant
of the melody until it fades away"
paradigm.The Pixies create a style
of music-making that is different,
resulting in abrtipt, dissonant, and
ultimately Catchy songs. (J-D) '
Primal Screams

'

Sailino the Seas of Cheese.Primus

If one were to pick a band with
a truly d iverse following, it would

serious topics, such as hyperaggressive militarism which he
addresses in the cut "Sergeant
no doubt be Primus. Since its Baker."
Despite the focused and
conception in the late 1980s,the San
sobering
nature of someof the cuts,
Francisco-based power trio has won
Primus
waxes
nostalgic by paying
oyer fans from all styles of popular
homage
to
some
of its past releases.
music: hard-core, metal, funk, and
For
example,
the
saga of John the
even the clandestine followers of
Fisherman
(from
Primus' Suck on
Rush.
This
)
is continued with "Fish On
This past summer, Primus
(The
Fisherman
ChroniclesChapter
quietly released its third effort
II)."
Also,
"Tommy
the Cat,"
entitled SailingtheSeasof Cheese.The
perhaps
Primus'
greatest
tune,
album is full of brash bass lines and
reappears
once
again
featuring
the
searing guitar riffs delivered in
legendary
voice of Tom Waits as
staccato blows, all commanded by
the . frenzied drumming of Tim Tommy.
Overall, Sailing has only one
"Herb" Alexander. . Sailing is a
major
drawback: the stylistic
musical tour de force that comes
redundancy in its
remarkably close
music. But the
to capturing the
inherent weakness
unbridled energy
of repetition is
found in the trio's
overshadowed
by
live shows.
Primus'
ability
to
While the song
build
a
and
complex
structures
of
multi-layered wall
Sailing
are
of sound that yields
continuations of
new discoveries
Primus'past iyork,
with each listening.
the lyrical content
So, all you
has beeri beefed up
disciples
of the
considerably. No
Frizzle
Fry,
come
lohger content
sail the Seas of
with rapji>ingabout
Cheese
with
cornflakes and
may
Primus,
its
and
friends named
waters
bring
forth
bountiful
Harold , bassist/songwriter Les
Claypool has focused on more treasures. (M.K.) ?

^Hablas espanol?
Why not spend your
^
Junior year in Spain?

COLBY IN SALAMANCA
A Uni que Program
Completely integrated into the
Universidad de Salamanca
i

Fall Parents Weekend
November 1-3

• See Spain with Spanish animadores
•Sip Wine in the Plaza Mayor
• Improve your Spanish
Informational Meeting
Wednesday, November 13
7:00 PM, Smith Room (Roberts)
1

More information is available from the
OCS office.
,

I

Junior Year Abroad
in France?
CONSIDER

EmH-rott-m-eti-iaX

COLBY IN CAEN
•Six weeks intensive program in
Paris
•Authentic French University
courses in Caen
•Excursions to Burgundy,
Brittany, the Loire Valley, & more
•French Cuisine classes
9 Animateurs & anima trices
Want to know more?
Come to the Informational Meeting
on Monday, November 11
at 7:00 PM, Smith Room (Roberts)
...and pick up a Colby in Caeti brochure
in the PCS Office
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sugarBeaf/usa
$325 Season Pass at Sugarloaf/USA
throu gh 11 /4/91 , $495 thereafte r
See your Rep. today.

Cam pus Rep: Karen Laidle y
Stu-A Office
x3342
See Posted Hours on Stu-A Door
-

Tribesmen
continuedfrom page 10
appearing at "You Know
Whose," it is clear this band is a
success on its own.
The Dani Tribesmen recently
returned from playing at "Cheers"
in Boston. They also performed in
Manhattan last summer. This
winter they will be playing at
Sugarloaf USA, as well as "You
Know Whose."
When asked his motives for a
weekly appearance in Waterville,
band leader Dave Gagne (vocals
and keyboards) said he'd "like to
plant the seed for entertainment in
Waterville which would later
include such things as jazz/blues
sessions."
One thing you don't normally
get at a live reggae show is great
food . "You Know Whose" keeps
the kitchen open until 11:00 p.m.
and thedrinksgoeven later. There
are house specials on food and
drinkwhichhclptooffsct the cover
charge needed to pay the band
(Maine state ID is required during
the show).
Seeing the Dani Tribesmen is a
very worthwhile experience and a
much needed change from £he
drearysocial environmentinwhich
we arc all suffering. Make time to
go to "You Know Whose" for a
great evening with thc Dani
Tribesmen befpre the closest you
can get to this band is their new
release at the music stoic. Q
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Invitation continuedfrom page 9
know
about
racism,
multiculturalism, and diversity.
They are wonderful potential
messengers for multiculturalism.
The dinner last week wasfor Ronald
Takaki, author of a book about his
experiences as an Asian-American.
Although I did not agreewith some
of what he said, I learned from the
dinner; shouldn't the rest of Colby
have the opportunity to learn as
well? Christopher Marlowe said
th at "there is no sinbut ignorance."
I'm certainthat the administration
does not want to be guilty of
perpetuating it. ?
Etiquette continuedfrom page9
to a lecture,youand the speaker
have an agreement.You will listen
and he will speak. You will not
disrupt him and he will try to give
an interesting and informative
lecture. Leaving early is breaking
this agreement, bringing
embarrassment to the speaker, the
people who brought the speaker to
campus,and thosearound you who
will see the lecture degenerate as
the speaker is disrupted. .
Please,next timo you're in class,
show your professor and fellow
students respect by staying in your
scat with your notebook out until
the professor is finished. And next
time you arc at a lecture, don't
shamethc schoolbyleavingearly.Q

Foss Halloweenattracted a smaller crowd than usual,albeit
a more interesting one.

phato by ArlDruker

Plav Preview

"Two Gentlemen"; Fresh and Unique
interpretation. Though a 50s
modernization,the play still retains
By Amy Keim
its timeless messages. As is typical
STAFF WRITER
of Shakespeare's work, it is filled
with tension resulting from
If Shakespeare had been alive in unrequited love, societal pressures,
the 1950s,would he have addressed and familial interference in a love
the same issues in his plays? Would relationship.
he have included the same elements,
The group has taken
or spoken the same truths? The Shakespeare's humorous and lightColby Performing Arts Department hearted play, written in the 1590s,
has created a unique answer to these and given it new life with music,
questions with its production of dance and setting.
'The Two Gentlemen of Verona."
Century-old Italian cities have
Featuring poodle skirts instead become universities. The play has
of petticoats, Colby P.A.'s "Two been condensed from five acts to
Gentlemen"intertwines classic rock two, said director Joylynn Wing,
and roll music with iambic "to allow for easier set changes."
pentameter in this innovative Also, some of the long speeches

photo by Paul Matthews
Southern California in the 1950s is the setting for
"Two Gentlemenof Verona " playing in Runnals this
weekend.

havebeen shortened or replaced by
the song and dance numbers."
Otherwise the text has remained
untouched, except for a few lines
which havebeen modified to update
the play's message.
The play centers around the love
entanglements between Proteus
(Steve Albani '92), Julia (Jennie
Holman '92),Silvia (Elena Maddox
'92), and Valentine (Glen Porter '92).
Proteus, who has declared his
everlasting love for Julia, becomes
enraptured by Sylvia's beauty.
Valentine, Proteus' best friend, is
also in love with Sylvia and each
man attempts to win her affection.
The twisted plot is fi lled with both
tragic and hilarious moments.
Launce (Bruce A. Villineau '93),
provides plenty of comic relief, as
he is both commentator and chorus,
giving the audience a hint of what is
to come with his nervous, frenzied ,
and fitful appearances.
Why modernize Shakespeare?
Well,"said Wing, "the Fifties were
a time of carefree, naive love, which
is one of the centred themes in the
play. We decided to play up its
comedy aspects and to makeit fun."
The result?
"It has been made more accessible
to the audience," said Porter.
If you have not bought your tickets
to see "The Gentlemen of Verona,"
do so as soon as possible Your
parents
will
love
this
"contemporary" masterpiece.
The play runs Thursday, October
31through Saturday, November 2.
Shows are at 8p.m. Contact Runnals
Union box office from 2-6p.m.
Tickets are $2 with a Colby ID, and
$3 for general admission.q

Restaurant Review

Hop a ride on this "C arousel"
By Julia s Children
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
If you're looking for some good,
quick eats and fast service, The
Carousel (off Main Street in
Waterville, across from the old
opera house) isa terrificplace to go.
Like a circus, a wooden ring master
welcomes you at the door of the
dimly-lit restaurant.
Also like a circus, The Carousel
has a very cheery and stimulating
atmosphere. The groovy, easylistening music chiming in the
background pleases thc ear, while
the eyes are attractedto the carnival
paraphernalia decorating the walls.
A carousel pony and numerous
painted picturesof ticket boothsand
clowns are just some of the
attractions. With all of this and only
one waitress on duty,you really do
feel as if you were at the circus.
On the first reading, we found
the menu to be rather limited, but
don't despair, the items were tasty.
However, if you are a vegetarian,
don't venture into this big top as
you are likely to leave hungry,
unless you choose an appetizer for
a main course.
To begin the show, we decided

to please our palates with an
appetizer of potato skins ($3.30),
which were smothered with
Cheddar cheese and served with a
generous portion of sour cream on
the side. This appetizer offers
enough (12 skins) for everyone at
the table to enjoy. Crispy on the
outside and warm and gooeyon the
inside, thc skins were dubbed "the
best I've ever tasted" by one Child
of Julia. Without delay, our main
courses arrived before we could
manage to finish the scrumptious
appetizer.
The limited menu forced us all
to opt for sandwiches from the deli.
Each dish was accompanied by a
half-plate of curly-spicy fries and a
p ickle. The fries were so tangy, they
made our eyes water. Crispy,
greaseless, and moist, these fries
were the best we've found in
Waterville.
We sampled three sandwiches:
a Broiled Chicken Breast, Turkey,
and Tuna. The Broiled Chicken
Breast($4.00) was served on a grilled
Kaiser role with a choice of
condiments, including lettuce,
tomatoes, and mayo. The chicken
breast was light and lean, a little
burnt on the outside, but still juicy
and full of flavor. Thc Turkey
Sandwich ($3.75) was served on

white bread, also with the same
choice of condiments. The turkey
breast was a little dry but its
freshness overshadowed the dry
aftertaste. The tuna sandwich
($4.00) was served on grilled white
Italian bread.The tuna salad was a
perfect blend of mayonnaise and
spices—not too fishy, not too dry—
and the grilled bread added perfect
texture to an otherwise "mushy"
sandwich.
If you're still hungry after all
this, there is a wide selection of
desserts ranging from sundaes to
pies and cakes. There is also a vast
selectionof special icecreamdrinks
which can be served wither without
alcohol.
In addition to its food, The
Carousel also has various t3/pes of
free live entertainment on the
weekends, including comedians,
singers, and other musical
performances.
Julia s Children were happy to
havestumbled down this side street.
We give The Carousel 8 wooden
spoons (out of 10) and recommend
that you all meander down there
sometime and give it a try.
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llbergang " (Crossing Over)

Colby Collection

The German Ice Age
By Asdis Thor steinsson
CONTRIBUTING "WRITER

Out of World War II and the
division of Germany came a new
vision from artists. During the age
of the Berlin Wall, artist A.R. Penck
brought a political perspective into
art. Forever a believer in impacting
his surroundings through artistic
means, Penck filled his paintings
with his interpretations and analysis
of the schizophrenic society in the
German Democratic Republic
(formerly East Germany).
Penck began his work in the
1960s, attempting to become a
professional artist. However, his
applications to art schools were
rejected, even after his works were
displayed in 1961 in the Academy
of Arts. Determined to bring an end
to continual rejection,Penckapplied
to become a professional officer,
but the authorities rejected him,
saying he was not able to present
any educational or professional
qualifications, in addition to his
tendency to be "anti-social."
With the building of the Berlin
Wall, Penck was confronted with
the "ice age," a metaphor referring
to the stagnation of culture and
politics in the GDR. He then
changed his name from Ralf Winkler
to Albrecht R. Penck, the geologist
who wrote The Alps in the Ice A ge.
Settling as best as he could in the
East,Penck'spaintingsbegan to take
on the typical characteristics that
are now associated with his work.

His works pointed out, with irony
and humor,thefra gilityof adivided
society which entrapped people.
What Penck saw, he transcribed
to his work. His paintings reflect a
society that remains staggered,
never coming together, a society
ripped apart. There is a continual
battle in Penck's paintings between
the counteracting powers of
division and unity. He was not
content with the lack of balance
within society,and this was evident
in his paintings. His works are full
of clashing symbols ranging from
the prehistoric caveman to the
present industrial age. His symbols
dance in harmony with each other
on the canvas, collectively creating
a music calling for societal
unification.
While still in the GDR, Penck
finally received recognition. His
nudes and family scenes were
shown at the prestigious FuschkinHaus. Although not admitted, he
was also nominated for
membership in the Association of
PlasticArtists.Finally,afterworking
many years in Eastern Europe,
Penck escaped the "ice age" and
moved to London with his family.
There he continues to work editing
journals and publishing books.
A.R. Penck's political voice
transcendshis own historical works
and will forever serve as a reminder
of the division of Germany and its
effects on society. Penck and other
German artists are currently on
display in the Colby Art Museum
until November 27.Q

The Dani Tribesme n
By Charles Beelev
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you are one of many who are
constantly complaining about the
lack of social life in Waterville,you
obviously have not been down to
"You Know Whose Pub" on
Wednesday nights. Featuring live
reggae music with the Dani
Tribesmen, "You Know Whose" is
the place to be!
Since 1984, thc Dani Tribesmen
(a Hallowell, Maine-based band)
have been delighting crowds with
their original cuts and their
renditions of reggae favorites.
They came out with their first
cassette, entitled Freedom Fighter,
J u lia 's Children are Amy this June. Facemagazine reviewed
Selitiger, Meg Ewittg, Lyz Makely , thealbumand had only
good things
and Sura DuBowJD

to say.
The Dani Tribesman were
fortunate to have Winston Grennan
playing drums on the cassette.
Grennan has been called "the
Grandfather" of the reggae drums
and his list of musical achievements
(from playing with Paul Simon and
a tour with Toots and the Maytals to
the credit he has received for
instructing the Waller's drummer)
seems to extend endlessly.
However, Grennan is not the
only reason this tape is so good.
'These 10slices of reggae arebright
and breezymusically ...lyrically,the
Tribesmen call 'em straight and
harsh...'that's the term/You make
it sound so far/How many worlds
do you think there are?'" said Face
magazine of thc Tribesman.
Al t h ough Grennan won 't be
Tribesman continued on page 13

Concerts/ Plays

Movies
Colby:

Robin Hood , Thurs., Fri.,
Sat., 7pm and 9:15pm , Sat.
Matinee at 3 pm.

Hoyts:

The People Under The Stairs:

7:40/9:50

Peceived

7:30/9:40

Franlrie and Johnny
7:10/9:25,
Highland er II
7:45/9:45
Paradise

7:20/9:30

Curlv Sue

7:00/9:10

Railroad Square:
Slack er

Last show 10/31 at 8:40
Strait Out Of Brooklyn
Last show tonight 10/31

ROWT.OTN POT ,!
.TCfJF.•Performance of The Berkshire Ballet, Madeline Cantarella Culpo, artistic director. Modern and Classical ballet. Program includes the
1834 Pas de Quarte and a contemporary work by Bill T. Jones, NY coreographer. Friday 11/1 at 8:00 pm, Pickard Theatre. Admission:
$10.00 public; $6.00 students and those 65 or over.
•Scandinavian Couples Dancing—Singles welcome. Live music. Soft soled non-street shoes only. Dances taught 7:30 to 8:00 pm. Friday
11/1 at 7:30 to 10:30 pm. Main Lounge, Moulton Union. Sponsors: Student Activities Office and The Brunswick Folk Dance Group.
Admission $2.00. For more info, call 729-3222.
COLBY COLLEGE:
Colby's PerformingArts Production: "The Two Gentlemen of Verona" runs Thursday 10/31 through Saturday 11/2 (parent's weekend).
All shows are 8pm. For ticketscome to Runnals Union box office Monday through Friday, 2pm-6pm. Tickets are $2 with a Colby ID and
$3 for general admission.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE:
Music Department Program. Performances by UM Orchestra and UM Percussion Ensemble, 8 pm Thursday Nov. 7, Hutchins Concert
Hall, Maine Center for the Arts. Free and open to the public.

Art Exhibitions
BATES COLLEGE

Robert Indi ana and The Hartley Kleffies-Throuff h Dec. 20th Robert Indiana's most recent silkscreen
prints created as a homage to the artist Marsden Hartley, a Lewiston native. Museumhours are 10
am to 5 pm. Tuesday through Saturday, and 1to 5 pm Sunday. Free Admission. Telephone (207)
786-6158.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

The Here and the Hereafter: Images of Paradise in Art ((through Dec. 15)
Mixing the Elements: Science and Art in American Culture (through Nov. 3)
Twentieth-Century Art: Selections from the Permanent Collection (through Feb. 9)

COLBY COLLEGE

The German Image: Contemporary Works on Paper
Gabriella Jeppson '93, will give a talk on the exhibition in the galleries on Saturday, 11/2 at
11am.
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Miscellaneous

National
Organization For
Women: The Greater
Ban gor Chapter of NOW
will meet: Thurs. 11/7 at
6:30 pm. At the Peace
and Justice Center, 58
Columbia St., Bangor.
For info: call JoAnne at
989-3306 or Karen at
848-5359

Karen Dix on , Asst. A &E

Music Review

Primus and tlie Pixies pack a punch
By Johan Dowdy and
Matthew Kales
STAFF WRITERS

Know deception id.
Trompe le Monde, The Pixies
Black Francis and his band of
supernatural cohorts, The Pixies,
are back. Not that they were ever
absent from the music scene, but
the crafty art-rock band's last
release, Bossanova , seemed to
foreshadowa new step in The Pixies
evolution. Had they chosen this
step, they would have surely found
themselves treading the same
ground as commercial sell-out
bands like R.E.M. or The Red Hot
Chilli Peppers. Selling out is not
necessarily negative, but it would
have signified the artistic death of
The Pixies'untamed,vibrant sound.
Trompe le Mondeis anything but
a sell-out album. The Pixies' latest
project , whose title translates
colloquially to "someone deceived
the world ," vibrates with an
intimate senseofartisticpassion,as
equally in tunc with creation as it is
with destruction. The portrait that
The Pixies paint of this misled world
is much akin to a freak show at a
carnival; mysterious, grotesque,

i

3ti
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serious topics, such as h yperaggressive militarism which he
addresses in the cut "Sergeant
and intriguing, Trompe le Monde is vocalization by speaking, no doubt be Primus. Since its Baker."
Despite the focused and
even disturbing at times, but our screaming,and singingashedeems conception in the late 1980s,the San
sobering
nature of some of the cuts,
morbid sense of
Francisco-based power trio has won
appropnate.
Primus
waxes
nostalgic by paying
curiosity bids us to
.. Kim .., . Deal's over fans from all styles of popular
homage
to
some
of its past releases.
experience it one
steady pounding music: hard-core, metal, funk, and
For
example,
the
saga of John the
bass and David even the clandestine followers of
more time.
Fisherman
(from
Primus' Suck on
Lovering's solid Rush.
At first glance,
This
)
is continued with "Fish On
drumming set the
This past summer, Primus
the lyricsof singer/
(The
Fisherman
ChroniclesChapter
stage
for
Francis'
quietly released its third effort
guitarist Francis
II)."
Also,
"Tommy
the Cat,"
stylized lyrics and entitled SailingtheSeasof Cheese.The
are sketchy and
perhaps
Primus'
greatest
tune,
for lead guitarist album is full of brash bass lines and
disjointed, often
reappears
once
again
featuring
the
Santiago. searing guitar riffs delivered in
Joey
nonsensical. In
legendary
voice
of
Tom
Waits as
Santiago's guitar staccato blows, all commanded by
"Umass," Francis'
Tommy.
wizardry
encases
the
frenzied
drumming
deconstruction of
of Tim
.
Overall, Sailing has only one
the others within a "Herb" Alexander. Sailing is a
grammatical rules
major
drawback: the stylistic
intricate, sonic net musical tour de force that comes
aids in his mocking
redundancy in its
of
feedback, remarkably close
of
formal
music. . But the
distortion , and to capturing the
education: "and
inherent weakness
roaringguitar force. unbridled energy
stupid stuff it
of
repetition is
this
album
appeals
to
the
found
in
the
trio's
dance
with
me
Overall,
makes me shout/oh
overshadowed
by
B
oh don't be shy/...of theapril birds side of us that enjoys the bizarre. y live shows.
Primus'
ability
to
While the song
and the may bee/oh baby/ breakingaway from the traditibnal
build
a
complex
and
of
university/it's educational." In chorus/refrain/"instrumerital;jarri structures
multi-layered wall
are
general, these songs reflect the of the melody until it fades away" Sailing
of sound that yields
chaotic sentiment of the album's paradigm.The Pixies create a style continuations of
new discoveries
title. The cut "Planet of sound" of music-making that is different, Primus'past work,
with each listening.
dissonant,
and
the lyrical content
explores a wild,unorganized world: resulting iri abrupt,
So, all you
'
has been beefed up
"renounced/for it's canals of red/ ultimately catchy songs. (J.D.)
discip
les of the
considerably. No
and lots of guys to shake their
Frizzle
Fry, come
lohger content
heads/ rhythmically to resound/
sail the Seas of
withrappingabout
this ain't no planet of sound." The Primal Screams
Cheese
with
Sailing
the
Seas
of
Cheese.
Primus
cornflakes
and
songs are full of disjointed lyrics,
Primus,
and
may
its
friends named
catchy tongue-in-cheek phrases,
waters
bring
forth
bountifu
l
fo
If one were to pick a band with Harold, bassist/songwriter Les
and engaging melodic patterns.
Q
Francis spans the spectrum of a truly diverse following, it would Claypool has focused on more treasures. (M.K.)
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Hablas espanol?

Wh y not spend your
^
Junior year in Spain?

"
COLBY

IN SALAMANCA

A Unique Program
Completel y integrated into the
Universidad de Salamanca
•See Spain with Spanish animadores
•Sip Wine in the Plaza Mayor
• Improve your Spanish
Informational Meeting
Wednesday, November 13
7:00 PM, Smith Room (Roberts)
M ore information is available from the
PCS office.

Junior Year Abroad
in France?
CONSIDER

COLBY . IN CAEN
•Six weeks intensive program in
Paris
• Authentic French University
courses in Caen
•Excursions to Burgundy,
Brittany, the Loire Valley, & more
•French Cuisine classes
•Animateurs & anima trices
Want to know more?
Come to the Informational Meeting
on Monday, November 11
at 7:00 PM, Smith Room (Roberts)
...and pick up a Colby in Caen brochure
in the OCS Office

Fall Parents Weekend
November 1-3
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sugarloaf /usa
$325 Season Pass at Sugarloaf/USA
throug h 11/4/9 1, $495 thereafte r
See your Rep. toda y.

Campus Rep: Karen Laidle y
Stu-A Office
x3342
See Posted Hours on Stu-A Door
———

Tribesmen
continued from page 10
appearin g at "You Kno w
Whose/' it is clear this band is a
success on its own.
The Dani Tribesmen recentl y
returned from playing at "Cheers "
in Boston. They also performed in
Manhattan last summer. This
winter they will be playing at
Sugarloaf USA, as well as '^ou
Know Whose."
When asked his motives for a
weekly appearance in Waterville .
band leader Dave Gagne (vocals
and keyboards ) said he'd "like to
plant the seed for entertainment in
Waterville which would later
include such things as jazz /blues
sessions."
One thin g you don 't normally
get at a live reggae show is great
food. "You Know Whose" keeps
the kitchen open unti l 11:00 p.m.
and the drinks go even later. There
are house specials on food and
drink which help tooff set the cover
charge needed to pay the band
(Ma ine state ID is required durin g
the show).
Seeing tho Dani Tribesmen is a
very wor t hwhile experience and a
much needed chan ge from (he
dr eary social environm ent in which
wc are all suffering. Make time to
go t o "You Know Wh ose" for a
grea t evening with the Dani
Trib esmen before this closest you
can get to this band is their new
release at tho music store. ?
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Invitatioi \continued f rom p age 9
know
about
racism ,
multiculturalism , and diversity.
They are wonderful potential
messengers for multicultur alism.
The dinner last week was for Ronald
Takaki , author of a book about his
experiences as an Asian-Americ an.
Although I did not agree with some
of what he said, I learned from the
dinner; shouldn 't the rest of Colby
have the opportunity to learn as
well? Christo pher Marlowe said
th at "there is no sin but ignorance. "
I' m certain that the administration
does not want to be guilty of
perpetuating it. ?

Etiquette continued from p a g e9
to a lecture , you and the speaker
have an agreement. You will listen
and he will speak. You will not
disru pt him and he will try to give
an interesting and informative
lecture. Leavin g early is breaking
this
agreement ,
bringin g
embarrassment to the speaker , the
people who brought the speaker to
campus,and those around you who
will see thc lecture degenerate as
the speaker is disrupted.
Please, nex t t ime you'r e in class,
show your pr of essor and fellow
stud ent s respect by staying in your
scat wit h your no tebook out un ti l
thc profe ssor is finished. And next
time you arc at. a lecture , don't
shamethoschoolb yleavingearly. Q
I

Foss Halloween attracted a smaller crowd than usual , albeit
a more interesting one.
„...... ..

plwtobyAriDruker
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Field Hockey putting away

1 SCOREBOARD
Football
Colby 41 . Bates 7
11/2 vs. Middlebury 1:00

Men's X-Country
Women 's Field Hockey
6th place at NESCACs
Colby 3, Gordon 0
11/2 at New England's
11:00
Women 's Volleyball
Men's Soccer
0-4 vs. Hamilton, Tufts,
Bates 1, Colby 0(2 OT)
Women 's X-Country
Conn. College , and
7th place at NESCACs
Wesleyan at NESCACs
Women 's Soccer
11/1 at New England's TBA 11/1 at Maine State Meet
Plymouth State 3,Colby 0
at Thomas College TBA
END OF SEASON

I-Play update
B y Eric Johns on
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Michele Rowell '92,dribbles the ball as the women 's
f i eld hockey team downed Gordon 3-0 behind two
scores by co-captain "Tookie" Folger '92.

OSflllSOUtMB li-ifSH 873-6228
l ^ ^ m 3vi S Schaef er Suitcases - $8.£f
Miller Lite Suitcases - $11.JJ
£w$^&
In store specials ~ come in and ask.
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Bring us your returnables.

We deliver.

STUDYFOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMSIN

and livewithBritishStudents
HOW WI8C IB DIFFEHBWT FHOM MOST OVERSEAS PROORAMO:

• Accepted »tudento receive admissions letters (and later transcripts)
directly from an Oxford (or Cambridge) college.

The conclusion of the I-Play
soccer season proved to be an
exciting one,as the ten teams in the
ResidenceHall Leagueand the Final
Four teams of the the Open League
began their play-off battles.
In Residence Hall action, Piper
Hall proved to be the dominant
hall-soccer team at Colby. Number
two-seed Piper squeaked by its first
round match-up against the
Cinderella surprise, PerkinsWilson. At the end of regulation,
the score remained tied, and the
after a lengthy conference, the
referees decided touse penalty kicks
as the deciding factor.
Piper fell behind early as Pe-Wi
dazzled Piper goalie Ross
Nussbaum '94, with stunning
accuracy. Piper rebounded quickly
and capitalized on the last three
attempts to win the game and move
into the next round.
The fantastic finishes did not
end with the completion of the first
round.
The next three games for Piper
were all won on penalty kicks as
they defeated West Quad,Johnson,
and Averill. Prior to the final game,
the number five-seedAverill looked
very impressive,upsettingnumber
four-seed Dana B, and thumping
number eight seed Drummond 3-0,
who nulled off one of the bicrcest

upsets in I-Play history by ed ging
out number one seed Foss in the
first round.
"Left-Wing Loren"fell one short
of a hat trick, netting two goals for
Averill. Averill again proved to be
a tough squad in the finals, as it
took the heavily favored Piper to a
1-1stalemateattheend of regulation
play. But Piper was to have the last
word once again, as Kirt
Frederickson '92,broke a 3-3penalty
kick tie to give Piper the overall
victory 2-1.
Open League action proved to
be just as exciting. In first round
action, the top-seeded Kriegers
found themselves facing the fourthseeded Blow Chicken.
With the score tied late in the
game,Rob Carbone '93,one of Blow
Chicken's leading defensemen,
attempted to clear a head-ball using
his near seven-foot frame.
Unfortunately for the Blow
Chicken,Carbone was momentarily
distracted by a loud "GOOOOFY"
which rang out from the sidelines.
Theball glanced off his startledhead
and into his own net.
Dave Dore 92, disheartened
goalie for Blow Chicken, said: "It
was a tough play for Goof, but it
could have happened to any
moron!"
In the other bracket the secondseeded off-campus team lost a close
game to the number three-seed
Aaron's Team. In the final match
Aaron's Team unset the Kriecers

despite the valiant efforts of Piper
goalie Nussbaum, who broke his
arm during the contest.
I-PLAY GAME OF THE WEEK
The Dead Horse Beater'sjumped
out to a 20-0 half-time lead, taking
advantage of an unorganized
Goodfellas first-half. QBJim Brown
lead the charge, connecting on
several completions.
The Goodfellas managed to
stage a second half comeback
beginning with the opening kickoff, when the DHB's hobbled the
return and Sean Lucey '91,returned
it for a TD. In the following play
Greg "Action"Jackson '91.5, ran in
a botched extra point attempt for
two points.
In the third quarter, Goodfellas
QB Derek Bettencourt '92, took
advantage of a fallen defender to
hit Eric Johnson '92, for the second
Goodfellas touchdown.
With the score 20-14, the
Goodfellas decided to go for it with
just over five minutes to go in the
game. Chris Flint '92, made a
spectacular leaping catch for the
first down, setting up a perfect
Bettencourt pass to Johnson in the
corner of the endzone. Bettencourt
connected with a wide-open Hint
on theextra point togiveGoodfellas
the 21-20 lead and the victory.
"Jumpin"' Joe Tambourini '92,
sealed the win for Goodfellas with
a last-second interception on his
own 5-vard line.

Cascade Mill Store
Fine Woolens

j & f i t o t o & Wf ' Since 1882

• Students are directly enrolled as full students of tlie Oxford college.
• Qualified early applicants may share a co-ed Student Residence
associated with St. Catherine's College, Oxford (fully Integrated with
British students).
• Students accepted before November 1 (for the Winter Term) or before
May 1 (for next year) fire guaranteed housing With British students.
• Students will NOT be taught in (and receive transcripts from) an
American college operating in Oxford. WISC ia one- oJ Oxefewcompletely
integrated (academically and in houatiig) overseas programsin ti\e UK.

• Wool Fabrics
• Wool Blankets
• Car Robes

• Scarves & Neckties
• Wool Sweaters
• Gifts & Novelties

• Previous students In your field will speak to you on the phone.
For information, call or write:
TUB WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL STUDIES COUNCIL

214 MaooochUBotta Avonuo N.E., Quito 450,Washington, DO 20002,(000) 323-WI8C

Students may also Intern and Study in I
Washin gton and London
J

Just off I-95 Exit 33
Intersection of Rts 23 & 137
Oakland , Maine

Store Hours :
Mon. -Sat . 10:00-5:00
Closed Sunday s

Visa & Mastercard Accepted
207-465-9080
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OFFSIDES J Jonathan Walsh
Fieldhouse follies that
make me go hmmmm _

of the week

'_hYiTiY_'" 'M_rtir -VriTriY.?iVn ri ^

Thi s
week's
Devastator is AilAmerican cross
country runner
M i c h e l l e
Severance '94 ,
who won the
w o m e n ' s
N E S C A C
championship for
the
second
straight year with
a time of 18:47 in
the 5k race. Great
j ob Michelle!!!!!

Wednesday Night is
College Night
at Champions
WMHB will be broadcasting live with
your favorite dance/progressive music.
• 18 and over admitted *
J
rt $1.00 cover charge . / x *^
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30% off all Hockey Protective Equipment
20% off all Hockey Accessories
20% off Wood Sticks
°ft Aluminum Sticks
^^

Skates by Bauer, Micron, and CCM at team prices
Practice and Team Jerseys
Best Selection in Central Maine
100's of sticks to choose from
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Afte_:threeyear&of top-notchcontributionlotheColbybasketball
program,KeVfoWhitmore'91i»havmghis#40jersey retired during
the Jaw«a*y 28,i992Batesgame at Colby,His fatherandcoact^Dick
Whitmore/ who is the director *?£ athletics at Colby,couldn't be
ptt>udei_ Bufesomei.eoplewonder how everythingfell togetherso
qtrickly,In fact,.CoachWhitmore admitted this vVas basically a one*
shotdealhysayingfhat "itwouldhave to happen tfusyea*
"ifI*were
fo happen at all_
Whispers have circulated questioning this p___tfc*____r number
retiring pro<$ss, Some students and faculty with whom X *poke
dldn'twanI to be quoted, twit wonderedwhetherthe fact that Kevin
was only here for three years after transferring .from Dartmouth
should be a strikeAgainsthim (especiallysince hi*teammate,co*
ion '91, who was at Colby for four
<apta_j %andcloSefnendTtm. t>or
recognitionKQthers
received
similar
y ears,has no*
havecjuesttoned
how this could happen only fivemonths after graduation*What if
any,is the connection between CoachWhitmore and the number
retiring process?
So how did thisall come together?Apparency,even it Coach
Whitmore wanted to retire Kevin's number, he couldn't ^unless
someone else initiated the process,
^UltimatelyX have to make the decision,but _i?sta Int of people
havetocome forth and make the suggestion,"Whitmore said. This
happened lot Kevin Whitmore,but not yet forDorion.
Coadb Whitmore wants people to understand *fhe totality of
Kevin 's contrib ution- Because he's my son it made it more
complicated/ Whitmoresaid, "itbecomesveiy diff*tt*ltfomaintain
objectivity/"
Jor tKoseof uswhocanfce more objective,weshould remember
that in only three yearsKevin became the seventh-leading scorer m
school history*was a second-teamall-American last year. abno$t
single-handedly won the ECAC tournament (remember when he
heldWilliam 's leading scorerto zero point-, in the semifinal?., and
sc an.
Furthermore,Kevin spent two yearslahoring in the shadow of
Colby star Matt Hancock *&% until last year when he was able to
carvehis ow»publicly-identifiableniche. As CoachWhitmore said,.
"}t is harder for him to receivehis just doe because I'm hi$ father.'*
When Whitmore informed Kevin of the honor,he said Kevin
f """
'^im^ '^^' m9 ) ^ 'k^^i^\T^
'
n^
Granted,this all happenedfairlyquickly,and in an insider-like
mawnej vbut'if theguy deserves it,he deserves it.
So was Kevin the beneficiary of numericalnepotism,or did he
earn hte own sewatd? there shouldn't he *ny questions, jw?t
congratulations.
What elsemakesme go Iimnim.*,?
In other fieldhouse news: last Friday good *<& Bines Traveler
<am<i to &>wj .. Xn anticipatj on of a flight Of daru&j£. festering, and
the like,my friend and I decided We'd go dawn and'timbernp by
playitt^somehoopsKWeambitioasly enteredthefteldhouse,peakihg
with excitement.
- v- *
Our upbeat nature:cjuj ckly tattted to dfeappothtri-ei.t as W0
found thc Wadsworth<3ym floor Wascovered With a tarp,the rimft
were raised, and roadies and concert staff wereall over,preparing
foif the night of rock, *oll and widespread panic Mow,It is hard
Oltowgl. ^ playb,l»ketb^t with«t4^d<»vwvl<!fdt<. rt0W»<h tho rim*
twenty feet in the air, so We said ''forgot it," and moved along*
Unpleasant surprise #l,hut I adntif weshould haverealized they'd
beetling **p. o >v _
—^ ,
/> rt *rt .
:l'M u*tJGV4& Myj m litik ^^A iM^ I»««j iixle t W4* way totf

J clothing & sporting goods
,_, . ,.
«,„
,.. _ - , 453-9756
.__ . ,. M ^
167 Main Street , Fairfield
__

«pprogresshadbeenmade„, sol ventured down to the fieldhouse,
»W$ time with two frtend<»» Vwjpleawanttoxqptf ie W» . s
, tfceVliM#Tiw^ier<A t«^W4-»4ii^^«i^|h^
hirp ya*doWn. and the x3m$ W*r*" «!p AffVwiHM^ifotl thfe WAtcr
fountain worked, hut then ajg»in> i£ hfld" ott Prfdny.as.wellli. We
turned *wuttd to Iwye Sm .4 d^ded ^n m -ftt«.natJv« itum o_
exercise , mymenu*wetewaMtrngwen*n« meana *jyw»wwpnaxntng
aU
und<tr my hW?a<h (**t arirti prone ft. dh^hut toiid iinOuj|h for to
hear,when We wereaccosted by floirie Warlock olf a aecurity
guards
. TN«>nv«riwHttoyirastsylef ^wd fri««dKy;i .^dw «!ifit wifollow* .
$4<nki^ dMiAl . ^fom p m& at0s**fM*ol hml"
<fw*i. W«A*ft«8 *
s
Colby<tvy<.Abhirt *ttd $h<.rt*>., ^ ' r^ \\4 s ^ ;
Wolahs ^Yealiwc $&to school here,$2O,QO0Mvye«twcgo
toschool
s
°
- - — - * ^ s ^ rt .
f a t ef
%
,
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Football rips Bates 41-7 to reach .500
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
¦
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1979.
It's been twelve years since the Colby
White Mules last had a winning season in
football. Coach Tom Austin is now in his
sixth year, and though he's probably
dreamed about it, the closest he came was
in 1989,finishing4-4 with the team winning
its final two games over Middlebury and
Bowdoin.
With last Saturday's 41-7 demolition of
Bates, Austin and the Mules evened their
slate at 3-3. If they can jump their final two
hurdles—Middleburyand Bowdoin—their
dream of a winning record will become a
reality.
Saturday's reality was that Colby knew
how to play, and Bates didn't. The Mules
now stand one victory over Bowdoin short
of a fourth-straight CBB title, after gaining
their first road win of the season.
"We got through healthy, and got back
to .500," said Coach Austin. "The win
obviously keeps us on track for five wins."
Colby's defense,boosted by the return of

starter Greg Suflredini *93, (eight tackles,
one interception, two passes broken up),
harrassed Bobcat quarterback Steve Bucci
all day, holding him to 125 yards on 13-24
passing.
Suffredini wascomplementedon defense
by excellent play from linebacker Eric
DeCosta '93(eight tackles).Other defensive
stars included end Sean Devine *94, (six
tackles, one sack, one recovered fumble),
nose guard Jim Zadrozny *95,(six tacklesin
only his third career start), and Eich
Wagenknecht'94, andTerry Reidy *92, who
each had six tackles.
Colby's offense was no less impressive,
gathering substantial numbers on the
ground (267 yards) and in the air (135).
Fullback Jon Bartlett '91.5, led the Mules
with a career-high 140 yards on 18 carries,
and Len Baker '93, totalled 118 yards (54
rushing, 64 receiving) on 13carries and two
receptions. Jim Dionizio *92, (6-12, 135
yards), whom Austin said "did a better job
during practice" throughout the week,
started at quarterback over Bobby Ward
*93, in spite of a disappointing performance
the week before.
Baker put the Mules on the board first
with a 57-yardreceptionfromDionizio with
9.04 left in the first quarter. Baker broke

away from a Bates defender and "caught
the ball about 40 yards downfield. It was a
nice read on Jim's part,"saidCoach Austin.
Colby scored again in the first quarter
whenDevinesackedBucti,fortingafumble
,
and Zadrozny picked it up at the Bates 32.
Baker and Bartlett ran the ball to the
three, and Dionizio later hopped in from
one yard out with 18 seconds left.
Pete Sandblom *92, was forced to kick
from35yards out when Colbywaspenalized
for unsportsmanlike conduct,but he nailed
it anyway for his second of five straight for
the day, and gave Colby a 14-0 lead.
Sandblom's performance (35.5 yds J
punt) was another brightspot for the Mules,
and was very self-fulfilling. "It may have
been one of my best kicking games ever,"
said Sandblom. Coach Austin echoed the
sentiment: "His kicking was very good all
around, and he even played very well on
defense."
The Mules let up briefly when they
allowed a one-yard touchdown run after
Bates had intercepted Dionizio at the 26.
Colby went into half-time with a 14-7
advantage,and came out knowing they had
to be strong.
The Mules did just that, holding Bates
on its first possession of the second half,

and taking over at their own 45. Colby
marched 55 yards on the next ten plays,
including a 12-yard run by Dionizio on
third-and-two, and a 21-yard saunter by
Bartlett. Dionizio then ran it in for his
second one-yard touchdown of the day,
giving Colby a 21-7 lead.
Bates missed two big opportunities to
get back in the game in the third quarter.
First, penalties turned a 114-yard drive
into a 51-yard drive, including an 11-yard
touchdown run nullified by holding and a
personal foul levied against Bates. The
Bobcats last chance was thwarted when
Devine blocked a 34-yard Bobcat field goal
attempt.
At this point the score could have been
21-17 Colby, but Bates was unable to
capitalize, and the Mules put the game
away with three fourth-quarter
touchdowns. A 30-yard touchdown run
boosted Bartlett over the 100-yard mark,
Dave McCarthy '93, took a reverse in from
18 yards, and reserve tailback Michael
Mullin '94, scored on a seven-yard run, to
cap the scoring at 41-7 with 2:27 to play. ?

Sour endin g for soccer
Women lose finale
Men unsure abou t fu t ure
By Hal Paul
STAFF WRITER

The men's cross country team placed sixth out of eleven teamsat NESCACs.

p hoto courtesy of Public Affairs

Cross country competes in NESCACs

Messier '94, (22:17) placing 55th,
Erika Troseth '95, (22:45) finishing
STAFF WRITER
60th and Missy Small '92, (23:24)
placing 66th. Co-captain Candace
Both men's and women's cross Kilmer '93, was unable to finish the
country teams ran in the NESCAC race due to ah injury, but should be
meet this week, finishing sixth and back for the next race.
seventh, respectively, out of eleven
"Eells ran very strong," said
colleges.Thehighlight for Colby was Coach DebAitken. "Beth Timm had
runner Michelle Severance '94, who her first race in three weeks.She ran
won the women's NESCAC conservatively but did well.
championship with a timeof 18:47in Christine Messier was impressive
thc 5k (3.1 miles) race.
just to finish the race. She had
Severance started strong, leading problems throughout the race and
after the first mile,but was passed at almost had heat exhaustion".
the second mile mark by Eileen Hunt
Williams College won the meet
of Bowdoin.After tradingplaceswith with 64, E :>wdoin was second with
Hunt twice, Severance clinched the 67,and Tufts was third with 105.
win in the last half mile,winning the
"It was a good day. Conditions
race by nine seconds.
were d ry an d warm," said Aitken.
"It wasa really challenging race," "Seventh is all we could expect
said Severance. "It was pretty much without Polly Sheridan 1'92] running
willpower which got mc through at and Candace Kilmer not being able
the end."
to finish the race."
Second for the women was Julie
Leading thc way for the men's
Eells '92, who placed 28th out of 72 teamwasAbeRogers'95,whopIaced
withatimeof 20:44. Third for Colby tenth out of 77 with a timeof 26:42 in
was Beth Timm '95, placing 43rd thc five-mile race. Second for Colby
overall withatimeof21:26.Rounding was Jeff Harrison '95, who placed
outColb/scontingentwasChristine 21st with a time of 27:06. Third was
By Greg Greco

Ben Strong '94, who was 30th with a
time of 27:27.
Rounding out the Colbyharriers
were Brian Carlson '94, (27:42)
placing 39th, Greg Rideout '92,
(28:26) placing 53rd, and Darrel
Sofield '95, (29:04) placing 60th. Ben
Trevor '93, one of the team's top
runners, missed the meet due to an
injured toe.
"We .didn't run a smart game
plan. We came out too strong, and
then died in the heat," said Coach
Wescott. "We had some good
performances.Rogers,Harrison,and
Strong all met their goals for the
meet. Brian Carlson had sorecalves,
and that may have given him some
trouble."
Bowdoin won the meet with 50
points, Williams was second with
82, and Middlebury was third with
96.
Next week the men will be at the
All New England meet at Franklin
Park in Boston to tune up for the
Division III meet thc next week,and
the women willbcat the Division HI
meet at Northfield Mount Hcrmon
in Massachusetts!]

Hoping to finish their regular
seasons on a positive note, Colby's
men's and women's soccer teams
travelled southward to Bates and
Plymouth State, respectively, last
Saturday.
Both teams returned to
Mayflower Hill disappointed. The
men (9-5) lost l-0in double overtime
to the Bates Bobcats and are now in
jeopardy of relinquishing a playoff spot.The women (6-7-1) fell 3-0
to Plymouth State, Division Ill's top
ranked team, and now must pack
up their gear and look to next year.
"We deserved a better fate, we
played exceptionally well," Coach
Marc Serdjenian said of the men's
lossto Bates. "Ifel t bad for theteam:
We have hardly ever created
opportunities like those we did
against Bates and not come away
with a better result."
The Bobcats,who were out shot
by Colby 35-14, scored ten minutes
into the first of two overtimes on a
free kick from twenty yards away.
For the White Mules, it was their
third loss in four games.
Fullback Colin MacArthur '92,
echoed Serdjcrdan'sobscrvationsof
the game.
"We were hitting thc post on
every other shot," he said. 'It just
wasn't meant to happen."

Serdjenian called Colby s playoff chances "iffy," saying that if
they are granted a play-off bid the
return of
stopper
Doug
Oppenheimer '92, would becrucial.
"Scoring goals hasn't been a
problem for us this year, but is
something you worry about in the
play-offs,"said Serdjenian. Play-off
invitations will be announced on
November 4.
The Lady Mules were their own
worst enemies Saturday. Had one
minute and nine seconds been
wiped from the first half, the game
would have resulted in a 0-0 tie. In
that short amount of time, Colby
scored on itself and lost its
composure long enough to watch
the unbeaten and untied Plymouth
State squad amass a threegoal lead.
"Theywereexpectinglittlefrom
us," said tri-captain Margaret Igoe
'92, "but we showed them we were
worthy of respect. We played a good
gameagainst ahighly skilled team."
A 3-2 victory over Bates on
October 23will stand asthe season's
highlight in a rebuilding year for
Colby. Down 2-0 49 seconds into
the game, they rallied to victory on
two goals by Katie Donovan '93,
and Megan Fitzpatrick '94.
"Bates was thc culmination of
our scason/'said tri-captain Heather
Glynn '92. "We had a real young
team that needed to work together
and by theend of theseason it did."
Over its last seven games, the
women were 4-2-1.Q

